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ABSTRACT

In this research project, the speech which four

mothers used to address their language-learning infants

was examined.

Part 1. A Descriptive analysis of mother's speech

to infants led to the conclusion that this speech is

both simple and redundant in nature, as measured by

the l an gu ag e classification tools used. However, the

four mothers used in this study differed from each other,

in their speech to their infants.

Part 11. A Trend analysis of measures of mother's

speech to infants was used, to note how this speech

changed over time. Little change was observed within

each mother's speech to her infant, over the following

periods of time: Oliver's and Julie's mothers, 24

weeks (each), Sarah's mother, 42 weeks and Kerryn's

mother, 56 weeks.

Part 111. A Functional analysis of mother's speech to

infants suggests that speech varies in function as the

child develops. This is particularly seen in the

inclusion of the~rld about the child by the mother in

her speech. The content of the mother's messages

also varies over time. Finally an example of trends in

'conversation' between mothers and their infants is

presented as another useful approach .
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1.

1 .0 INTRODUCTION

'It is now recognized that the speech of care

takers to children is a crucial factor in understanding

language acquisition and that language acquisition is a

process which begins well before the first two-word

utterance, or even the first use of a constant phonolo

gical form with constant reference. I (Snow (1976) pg.3)

This brief summary of the work into the

development of speech in infants, clearly states the

findings of numerous studies to date; and presents the

point at which this study began analysing speech . to

infants.

Workers in this field would generally agree that

the verbal stimulation provided by a caretaker (most

usually an infant's mother) is important to the infant's

development of bnguage . It is therefore important to

precisely analyse the linguistic input which an infant

receives .

Such information will assist in determining how

the mother, by t h e modification of her ordinary speech

provides an input to her infant, which i n turn assits

its language acquisition. It is assumed here that the

a cquisition p roccesses within the child require the

experience of language, under conditions yet to be

specified, for the ir emergence .

It i s the concern of th is study to discover

precisely what samples of language are presented by the



mother to her infant.

2 .

Also the concern here is with

when, in the course of the child's development, these

samples are presented and how they change over time.

The variety of views and hypothesis which have

led to the above recognition of the importance of an

analysis of mother's speech, are presented in the

following review.
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'Language is so much a part of our everyday

life and so characteristically the prerogative of man,

that for a long time the nature, and the somewhat

surprising speed of the process by which the human

infant acquires speech, attracted little scientific

curiosity'. (Oldfield and Marshall (1973) pg.14).

Paula Menyuk (1971) notes that the phenomenon

of Language Acquisition has engaged man's interest for

many centuries. Oldfield and Marshall (1973)

suggest that the invention of the telephone and tele

graph gave impetus to the formal study of language.

In extending the distance and speed of communications

whilst depriving the speaker and hearer of non

linguistic cues, these tools focussed attention on the

nature of linguistic operations, as did the research

aimed at improving them. Hence the interest in

mathematical studies of communication and the construc

tion of theories of linguistic processes, which were

based on the contingency of word strings. Following

such an interest, Chomsky's linguistic theory was

formulated. Of the many early theorists in this

field, only Chomsky's work is discussed, as it has most

influenced developmental psycholinguistics.
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2.1.1. Chomsky's outline of language acquisition.

Chomsky suggested that language had unique

productive features with a complex system of rules,

which defy a simplistic interpretation. Chomsky's

explanation of the acquisition of these features of

Language introduced an innate component. This

innate ability of speakers of the language, established

the task of the linguist as the analysis of the rules

of Language and their emergence.

Chomsky (1970) makes the useful observation

that the familiarity of the phenomenon of Language is

a major problem in its study. One tends to take for

granted that Language is acquired by habits, connections

and training. For Chomsky however, the rules and

principles which govern the system are what need analysis.

However determining the system of rules has not led toan

understanding of Language in use.

Chomsky's bias towards the syntactic and struc

tural features of Language led to an exclusion of many

other aspects of communication. Nevertheless, the

Chomskian analysis of written sentences of language, as

distinct from language in use, tended to dominate empirical

research for some time.

The impact of this theory was in its offering more

insight into speech and language than any previous view.

Also it provided fresh ideas and concepts suitable for

experimental research. A further contribution to the
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study of Language by Chomsky was to refute the Behaviour

istic view of acquisition.

van der Geest, Gerstel, Appel and Tervoort

(1972) note the distinction between a linguistic theory

of language and a psycholinguistic description of the

phenomena in reality. They note limitations in

Chomsky's notions of competence and performance and

describe these definitions as 'too naive for any use

beyond linguistics' (van der Geest et al (1972)

pg.12). These authors introduce into their analysis

of language the context and situation in which an

utterance occurs as a major part in understanding its

meaning and use. van der Geest et al (1972) ack-

nowledge Bloom's (1973) approach which also makes use

of contextual cues to classify the speech studied.

2.1.2. Post-Chomskian views.

In his (i972) paper Slobin presents new dir

ections in the field of language study at that time.

Slobin emphasises the Cognitive abilities of the

child, in asking what a child pays attention to, how

this is ~~derstood and how meanings are organised.

The child's meanings in its speech are also examined

in terms of Bloom's earlier rich interpretation (i.e.

as a simpler form of adult speech) (1). Parental speech

as an issue is only briefly mentioned. Some psycho

logical influences and constraints on language

(1) Bloom (1970) cited in Slobin (1972)
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acquisition are suggested. There has been a sudden

broadening in the approach to this field since

Slobin's writing.

Lois Bloom's (1973) contribution to the study

of language has been in her use of the Semantic

features of speech. Bloom sets out to explain the

transition by children from one word utterances to

syntactic speech. Her explanation is as follows.

Children, in acquiring language, learn a code . for the

conceptualizations of their experiences prior to

language. Thus in the first two years of life, a

child perceives and organises his experiences of the

world in terms of non-linguistic conceptual repres

entations. Words or words in syntax map or code

these representations. It is not therefore adult

parts of speech which are learned but rather a code

for the child's own conceptual notions of recurring

experiences . This argument supports that of

Sinclair-de-Zwart (1969, 1973) in her presentation

of a Piagetian approach to Language. Although in

her ~pproach Bloom does not expose herself to Howe's

(1976) criticism, in her analysis of children's speech

she seems to draw more from adult speech meanings

than from the child's cognitive capacity.

Christine Howe (1976) notes that the meaning

and use of two word utterances is inaccurately analysed

by workers e.g., -Bl o om, Brown, Schlesinger and Slobin.

Howe suggests that a child's cognitive structure is
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not the same as an adult's and it is therefore an

error to view a child's use of one or two word

utterances in terms of adult utterance meaning.

The inclusion of semantic features of language

to syntactic analysis has been central to most post-

Chomskian work. However, although it is children's

speec~ which is examined in many such studies, it is

usually analysed as a simplified form of adult

speech. Hence the relevance of Howe's (1976)

criticism.

An interesting feature of Brown's (1973b) and

Bloom's (1973) work is that it forms a transition

between a syntactic analysis and a functional analysis

of speech. Brown criticises the Chomskian approach

as being concerned with:

'pure syntax, in abstraction from semantics,

with no real attention paid to what the children might

intend to communicate.' (Brown (1973b) pg.290).

Thus Bloom appears pre-occupied in studying

children's speech, with 'semantic intentions', while

Brown focusses on the classification of a child's

speech as messages. (2).

Joanna Ryan (1973) comments that the 'innate'

component of earlier language studies contain: 'a

very narrow characterisation of what it is that is .

acquired•.•• during language development' (pg.429).

(2) This is empirically presented in A First
Language: Brown (1973a) --
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Added to this, the rules which are sought for language

development are: 'viewed in almost total isolation

from any other aspects of language '• (Ryan (1973)

pg. 429) . As will be noted later, seeing language

as implying an intention to communicate is a recent

trend in theory.

Ryan's point is extended in Bruner's comment

that although much has been done to enrich our

understanding of early language :

Ito write a grammar of that language at any

point in its development is in no sense to explicate

the nature of its acquisition '• (Bruner (1974) pg.256) .

For Bruner the child's task in Language

acquisition goes far beyond the acquisition of rules

or simple skills (3).

2.2 THE CONCEPT OF THE SPEECH ACT.

Dissatisfaction with a purely structural

method of analysis (be it syntactic or semantic) led

to the identification and inclusion of other features

of speech as phenomena for research.

Macnamara's (1972) paper is an early intro-

duction to the use of the concept of Intention and

its relationship to meaning. Macnamara sees the

infants I task in acquiring language as:

(3) This approach is outlined in a simpler form in
Bruner (1976).
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'first determining, independent of language,

the meaning which a speaker intends to convey to

them.' (Macnamara (1972) pg. 1. )

Thus Macnamara focusses on the comprehension

of speech rather than its production. The meaning

of an utterance is further examined in terms of a

linguistic code. The child's ability to understand

speech is constrained by the child's cognitive

structures. However, the problem of analysing

'independently attained meaning' unless in the

sense of primitive object recognition, is not fully

explained.

2.2.1. Criticisms of the Syntactic approach by Dore.

Dore's analysis first proposed in his (1972)

paper and elaborated in his (1974) and (1975) papers

and more empirically in Dore, Franklin, Miller and

Ramer (1976) will be presented here. This view places

an emphasis on Searle's (1970) concept of the 'Speech

Act' .

It is of i n t e r e s t to note that Head in 1926

(cited i n Oldfield and Marshall (1973» anticipated

this approach when he suggested the use of a quan-

ti tative test of Language functioning, to compare

different individuals' speech or the same individuals'

speech at diffe rent times. This clinical suggestion

originally for the analysis of speech disorders, has

taken nearly fifty years to be usefully incorporated
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into the study of Language.

Dore (1975) criticises the syntactic approach

to early language thus:

'The word sentence presupposes a certain

grammatical structure which is wanting in the child's

utterance.' (pg.22) :. He continues to suggest the

use of the Speech Act concept to broaden the limited

structural approach.

Searle (1970) following Austin's (1962)work

states that:

'the production of the sentence taken under

certain conditions is the illocutionary act and the

illocutionary act is the iminimal unit of linguistic

communication.' (Searle : 1970 'g. 39) . An

illocutionary act also has a force. For example:

"Is it hot today?" Here the illocutionary

act, the spoken message may contain the force of an

intention to elicit a reply from the hearer. Other

more subt le forces may be present e.g., the utterance

may be a code, a pass-word, etc. The point here is

that the interpretation of the utterance is not

dependent on formal grammar, but on the intended effect

on the hearer by a speaker.

Searle also adds to speech analysis the notion

of rules (that is of speech being rule-governed). His

assumption here is that a speaker i n t en d s to have a

certain effect on his listener by the use of linguistic
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Dore (1974) sums up this idea in:

'The performance of speech acts is a matter

of the speaker's intentions being expressed according

to the conventions of his language.' (pg.344). And,

further,

'to communicate that he wants something

requires a relatively clear intention.' (Dore (1972)

pg.624). (of what he wants of the other).

Following Searle, Dore proposes an utterance

has a propositional content, which conveys the basic

message; and a functional device which indicates

to the hearer how the proposition is to be understood.

This approach may be reduced to the following

features:

(a) that unders tanding an utterance implies knowing

its meaning;

(b) that t h e mean ing of an utterance is conveyed in

rule-governed behaviour; and

(c) that the intention to convey a meaning is in its

being uttered; whilst the intention and hence

meaning is recognised by a hearer, who uses his

knowledge of the rules for the expression of

such utterances to interpret them.

Dore (1975) states his task as answering the

question:

'how does the child acquire the linguistic

conventions necessary to express h is intentions? In

other words, how do speech acts develop?' (pg.30).
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The advantage of this approach is that it

solves four problems of earlier work which as Dore

notes are implied in Bloom's (1973) work, i.e:

(a) that no direct evidence for an innate component

for syntax has emerged, yet on the other hand,

there is still no explanation of how syntax

could be learned;

(b) Bloom's claim that a child's intonations

accompanying one word utterances lack linguistic

structure has been contradicted by later work;

e.g. in Kaplan (1969) and also in Menyuk and

Berholtz (1969) - both cited in Dore (1975);

(c) the problem of what is the most accurate rep-

resentation of the child's knowledge? (As

the child seems to understand more than he

produces) ; and, finally,

(d) how should children's speech be interpreted?

i.e., is it syntactic, semantic or conceptual.

(Here Howe's comments on the necessity for an

incorporation of the child's cognitive processes

into an analysis o';,f speech is important).

Dore (1974 etc) adds to the Speech Act

concept the notion of a Primitive Speech Act. This

functions as a description of children's utterances

in the one-word stage and is defined as
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'not merely an elliptical adult speech act,

but a qualitatively different entity which possesses

only some features similar to full speech acts'.

(Dore (1975) pg.32).

Contextual cues are used to interpret the

child's intentions. This avoids the difficulty of

attributing too little linguistic significance to

the non-linguistic features of speech.

Dore feels that the transitional stage from

Primitive (one-word) Speech Acts, to Speech Acts

(two word or longer utterances), is the key part of

his work.

The main features of this approach assert a

close relationship between meaning and intention and

the idea that one communicates by getting a hearer

to recognise oneps intention to communicate.

For Dore , the analysis of Speech Acts in

distinguishing pragmatic intentions from grammatical

structures, provides a more adequate base for des

cribing all the features of speech.

Problems emerge when one looks at different

kinds of Speech Act effects and their relationship to

meaning. Also the difficulty of one's meaning

something and the possibility that what one actually

says may vary in meaning, depending on the words one

uses, is not fully solved.

The Speech Act concept has been incorporated

into this project. However, it has been
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extended even further back in time as a Pre-Speech

Act. This is a communicative act (a sound or a

gesture) which does not fall into the category of

speech, but which shares some characteristics of

a primitive or full speech act in being intentional

and concerned with conveying a message. Intention

is used in a broader sense than in Dore's use.

2.2.2. Bruner's incorporation of the Speech Act.

Another proposer of a Speech Act framework

for language analysis is Jerome Bruner.

Bruner (1974) points out a limitation of the

Chomskian approach. By overemphasising a depth of

insight into the formal nature of language, the

approach loses an essential breadth of perspective.

That is, although much has been learned of the structure

of language, the important functional aspects have been

overlooked.

Bruner's use of Searle's (1970) Speech Act

concept is similar to Dore's (in the works previously

discussed). . i.e., both theorists suggest that the

purpose of Language is communication. An additional

approach used by Bruner (1974) is Grice's (1968)

theory of meaning. The vital question to ask is,

according to Grice:

'What, so to speak, has to be added to the

noises that come out of my mouth in order that their

production should be a performance of the act of asking

a question, or making a statement, or giving an order etc?'
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(quoted in Bruner (1974) pg.276).

Bruner (1975) adds to the Speech Act analysis

the notion of joint action between the mother and

her child; during these period Bruner feels the

child's behaviour is aimed towards:

'mastery of (the)" utterer' s meaning" •.....

(which) provides the child with a conceptual structure

that is also embodied in the language he is to learn.'

(Bruner (1975) pg.6).

This joint action assists the child in

grasping the rules and structures inherent to comm-

unication. Bruner (1975) states:

'play has the effect of drawing the child's

attention to communication itself and to the structure

of the acts in which communication is taking place.'

(pg 010) •

Hence the task involved in the examination

of Mother-child pairs is the tracing of precursors

of such rule orientated behaviour. At the same time

one will note the emergence of Communicative Acts

which become more refined as linguistic and cognitive

processes develop. It will be possible (it is

suggested) to observe from an early age (long before

the acquisition of speech) the intention to commun

icate in the child during joint activities with its

mother.
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2.2.3 . The Importance of the Child's Cognitive capacity.

An important issue in Language research is

Cromer's "cognition hypothesis", quoted by Bruner

(1975) and discussed in Cromer (1974). This view

has two aspects:

(a) that a child only understands and uses l inguis

tic rules when its cognitive ability enables

i t to do so; and

(b) that although a child may use a rule, this does

not necessarily mean that it has grasped the

complexity of the rule, nor that it has totally

integrated it into its own communicative system.

Cromer elaborates this system to include

'the cognitive, the semantic, the pragmatic and the

purely grammatical' levels of analysis in speech

(from Lewin (1975) pg.109). This hypothesis is a

useful reminder of the constraints of Cognition on

Language .

In (e . g . Dore's and Bruner's) works much is

inferred from the child's behaviour and the context

i n which messages occur. For example, Bruner

(1976) presents most of his empirical data as a

behavioural and contextual analysis. One can

only infer however, that an intention to send a

mepsage is present in a child, as one knows that the

child is developing towards the system of Speech

Acts and communication, which constitutes adult speech.
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2.2.4. Conclusion.

Here an attempt has been made, to trace the

development of the Research Hypothesis of this project

and to place it in .the context of recent work in the

field of Psycholinguistics.

To sum the appro~ch, I note once more the

'initial optimism' (Bruner' s .term) of the people

working with and after Chomsky. . Chomsky' s . views,

although providing heuristically valuable to re

search, have been found insufficient for the study

of the ontogenesis of child communication.

Later work focus sed on the semantic aspects

of children's speech to determine how, in the light

of adult speech, language was acquired. Hence the

work of Brown (in Brown 1973a and b) with Bellugi

(1964), Bloom ( 19 7 3) and Slobin (1972).

But recently Bruner (1974) suggested that:

'neither the syntactic nor the semantic

approach to language acquisition take sufficiently

into account what the child is trying to do by

communicating.' (pg. 283) .

By noting the philosophical linguistic

analysis of Searle (1970) and Grice (1968) Dore

and Bruner both incorporated the concept of the

Speech Act and emphasised the importance of a

Functional analysis of speech.
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, h .A speech act approac ...••... •.••.•.. 1S

adopted in order to consider language in relation

ship to behaviour generally and to allow for an

emphasis on the use of language rather than on its

form, , (Brun e r (19 75) pg. 1. )

This functional analysis adds to a des

cription of the nature of Language as Speech in

use and its acquisition.

2 .3 . THE INTRODUCTION OF A

VIEW OF DEVELOPMENTAL

BROADER SOCIAL

STUDIES .

A sal ient point on the study of Language

Acquisition is that in mastering a language a

child must acquire:

la c omp l e x set of broadly transferrable

or generative skil ls - perceptual, motor, conceptual,

so c ial and l i n g u i s t i c - which when appropriately

co- o rdinated yield lin g ui s t i c performances that

can be described . ' (Bruner (1974) pg.

256 ) •
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2.3. 1. The Social View of Interaction.

The need for a more embracing view of dev

elopment has also been recognized by Social theorists.

For example, Schotter (1974) sees the child as an

interacting system, aware of and responsible for

its own action. Hence the simple cause and

effect analysis of a ~ysical science fails and a

broader system is suggested as necessary for a

fuller analysis of human behaviour.

Richards (1974b) adds to this point by

highlighting the Biological and Social aspects of

man. Here a Piagetian approach is also

incorporated and the consequences of an infant's

actions are examined in terms of the infant's

structural deve lopments, due to interactions with

the world.

Bowlby's theory of attachment as presented

in his (1971 and 1975) works, is cited by Richards
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in his book The Integration ofa Child into" a Social

World (1974a) as being the major guiding framework

for research into the social development of the

infant. BoWlby's earlier work (1974 first published

in 1953) focussed specifically on the growth of the

attachment relationship between a mother and her

child and the influence of this relationship on the

child's development . This has been broadened to

consider the growth of social behaviour itself

without restricting the analysis to the mother alone.

Richards (1974a) notes that the social environment

needs to be linked to the biological nature of the

infant, for a complete description of the develop

mental process .

Richards ( 19 7 4c ) presents an analysis of

communication in an infant's first year, noting the

importance of the auditory and visual systems which

the infant possesses. For example, the visual

system allows face-to-face and eye-to-eye contact to

develop with the mother o Once again the complex

nature of communication is noted .

'I regard communication as something beyond

interaction; it is not simply a two-sided modifi

cation of behaviour or responsiveness to signals, but

involves notions of mutuality, reciprocity and inter

subjectivity.' (Richards (1974c) pg. 123).

An empirical example of this work is Trevarthen's

(1974) paper . Working with Richards and Bruner,
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Trevarthen filmed and analysed infants' behaviour

from a few weeks of age. Infants were found to be

adaptive in their behaviour from about three weeks

i. e., they approached people in a different way to

approaching objects. Trevarthen (1975) concludes:

'that infants of a few weeks of age were

showing signs of intentions to speak and that soon

after t his they were entering into well-organised,

somet imes even witty, or humourous, conversation-like

exchanges with adults'.

Trevarthansuggests an elaborate social

response f rom i n f an t s by two to three months of age.

A note on t h e dangers of over-interpretation may be

useful here, f o r example Start's (1 9 7 6) amusing but

observant p aper: Is Politeness Innate?'

Caution i s necessary too in overemphasising

the need fo r a detailed description of behaviour .

For example Stern 's ( 19 74) examination of social

behaviour t e n ds to produce a cl inical and artificial

view of Mother-Infant interaction . Here the subtle

elements of i nte r a c t i on may be lost when the mother's

and infant 's behaviour is analysed too minutely.

Thus, the focus of more recent social studies

tends to be on i n t e r a c tion s , while the study of

individual elemen ts is seen as least fruitful . In

construct ing explanations of human behaviour, Lewis

and Lee Painter (1 9 74) note that the more complex an

interaction, the more complex will be the picture
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Thus instead of isolating a phenomenon

more information should be added to it to form an

explanation of its occurrence.

A further view incorporating the total situ-

ation in which behaviour occurs is Schaffer (1968) and

in h is book 'The 'Growth ,of 'Sociability (4).

notes the importance of examining:

Schaffer

( a ) aspects in the environment which are influential

to shaping the child's behaviour (the task of the

p resent project) ; and

(b ) understanding the manner i n which a child responds

to and retains the influence of such forces.

Socialisation studies also suggest a complex

interaction between environmental and constitutional

forces 0 That i s , the interaction between a child and

i t s environment is not a one-way but a two-way process

and is n ot ·a s imple, but a mul ti-faceted form of beha-

vi.our ,

This may be noted i n Richard Bell's (1975)

statement that:

'an undirectional approach i s too unprecise,'

(pg . 365).

Using the authors a lready ment ioned, Bell com

b ines the view of the active i n f an t and of the two-way

nature of mother and infant interact ion .

(4) Shcaffer's views are also briefly expounded in

Lewis (1975) .
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This view is also held by Moss (1975) who

goes on to suggest that maternal behaviour is to a

large extent, under the control of stimulus and re-

inforcing conditions from the infant. Moss'

po int is that the infant effects the quantity and ·

qual ity of maternal behaviour by adding an important

dimension to interaction.

Empirically this approach necessitates an

in-depth analysis of behaviour . For example, Brazelton

Koslowski and Main's (1974) focus on the origins of

reciprocity illustrates the fine analysis necessary to

examine the subt le and complex phenomena of early

interaction between a mother and her infant.

Numerous other studies exist which attempt this in-

depth analysis of early infant behaviour; for example

Korner's work (in Lewis and Rosenblum (1974) and

elsewhere ). Numerous books present the social

orientation discussed here, with detailed studies on

various aspects of behaviour, e.g. Lewis and
!

Rosenblum ( 19 74 ) , Martin Richards (1 9 74c ) and

Lew in (19 75 ) to name but three .

It is unnecessary to the topic of this work,

to discuss, i n detail, the host of theorists who

suggest a broader perspective in the analysis of

behaviour and the nature of Mother-Infant inter-

actions as a dual process. Their work, however,

must be noted in the analysis of Communication.
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This view adds to the Speech Act approach,

firstly in broadening the possible influences on

language and acquisition and, by making one aware

of the possible range of behaviours important to

speech (as previously noted in Bruner (1975)).

Secondly, by noting the importance of contextual and

' real life ' studies rather than the more artificial

analys is of an isolated written system.

2 .3.2 . The incorporation of social views into

studies of language acquisition .

The above approach is present in Psych-

l inguist ic theory . For example, a stress on En-

vironmental i n f l u en c e s in Language acquisition is

the basic i s s ue o f Moerk's (1972 ) paper. Moerk

notes that l an g u a ge discourse should be described as

embedded into the general stream of behaviour. Many

other aspects of the situation (apart from the verbal

exchange), need t o be taken i n t o consideration when

analysing the i n t e r a ction between a mother and her

in fan t. For example, the objects in the behav-

ioural sett ing alone may have a significant influence

on the p lay which occurs .

In his ( 19 7 4) pape r, Moerk notes the child's

linguistic capacity as influencing the interaction

between the mother and her infant . These ch arrqes , .

Moerk suggests, are due mainly to the increasing

l ang u ag e 's k i l l s of the child.
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Susan Ervin Tripp (19 73a) and (1973b) pre-

states Bruner's view by suggesting that environmental

circumstances, cogn itive factors, information stor-

age and environmental input to the child are all

important features of Janguage acquisition .

Shugar (19 72) states the case for including

an account of the total activity during speech in

language studies . Here the f low of behaviour is

examined t o de termine elements which change during the

course of a cornrnun i c ative interaction .

Presenting a cognitiv e emphasis

Sinclair-de-Zwart's ( 19 69 ) and (1973 ) papers outline

the use of Piaget's t h e o r y of cogn itive structures

in dealing with language acquis i t ion. However,

Brune r ( 19 74 ) cri t i c i s e s Piaget' s approach for con-

centrating almost exclusively on t h e formal aspect

of language , at the expense of the functional aspects,

l ackin g r e f e r en ce to the uses t o which language is put

in different context s. On t h e other hand, Bruner

does n ote with r e s e r v a t i on s , the usefulness of

de-Zwar t's sugges tions .

Newson and Newson (197 5) demonstrate the value

of P iaget's views i n t h e i r analys is of Intersubject

i vit y , by i n co r po r atin g P iaget 's approach within a

Social f ramework . The infant's knowledge of

objects is p resented as an important Cognitive base

for language . However, it is the early experi~nce
,

to which the infant is exposed in terms of reciprocal
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activity with its caretaker which aids the develop

ment of cognitive competence and finally linguistic

competence . Although this view has been suggested

by others, e .g ., Cromer (1974), few theorists have

empirically tackled this problem .

2 .3 .3. Conclusion .

Here theories suggest ing oawider variety of

featu res important to language acquisition were

presented. This v iew includes the broadest range

of behaviours and experiences influencing linguistic

developmen t . Also, a method referring to and using

the fun ctional, contextually bound aspects of speech

is discussed.

2 .4 . THE ANALYSIS OF MOI'HERS'.SPEECH.

2 .4 .1 . The Ear ly v iew of the role of mothers' speech

in l an g u ag e development .

' The supposed l in g u i s tic poverty and unhelp-

fu lness of the en v i ronment has been emphasised on the

basis of n o data at a l l; as wil l be argued below this

i n s i s t en c e belittles the complexity and richness of

much mother-infant interaction .'

428 ) .

( Ryan (19 73 ) pg.

Thus Joanna Ryan i n tro du c e s her case, against

the Chomskian view of language acquisition. ( 5) As

Ryan (1973) points out earlier views held that children

(5) A simplified version of her argument is in Lewis

(1975) .
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could not learn speech from the complex and fragmented

sample to which they were exposed by adults. Thus

it was suggested that the child's capacity to learn

language is innate. But the linguistic environment

of the language-learning child has only been analysed

very recently . Here the carefully modified and

simplified speech of mothers to their children which

was f ound, suggests that the innate explanation of

language acquisition is inadequate .

To support the case for more emphasis on the

child's language environment, Ryan uses Brown and

Bellug i's (19 74) paper. This paper presents mothers'

speech as formed i n sentences which are short, simple

and perfectly grammatical . These authors feel that

the language- learning -child is exposed to speech which:

'comes in the form of a simplified, repetitive

and i de al i z e d dialect ." (Brown and Bellugi (1964)

pg. 136 ) .

They also suggest that mothers' speech, con

centrates on r e du c t i on s and expansions of messages

to the child.

Apart from this somewhat informal analysis of

mothers' spee ch, few other studies examined the

phenomenon . However l a t e r workers began to focus

empirically on the linguistic environment of the

child.
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2.4.2. The Social analysis of Mothers' Speech in

interaction.

Early analysis of Mothers' speech examined the

influence of socialisation on speech used in terms of

class differences and other variables ,.e.g., Tulkin

and Kagan's (1972) analysis of social class differ-

ences in Mother-Child interaction. Here it was

found that beliefs which mothers held governed their

interaction with their infants and that these

beliefs differed across classes. This study was

followed by Jones and McMillan's (1973) test of

Bernstein's theory of class constraints on language.

Some support was obtained for the view that class

differences are important to language development, as

a source of varience. Tizard, Cooperman, Joseph

and Tizard (1972) examined the social influence of

speech to institutionalised children. Their

results suggest little change in the verbal environ-

ment of institutionalised children as compared to

other children.

largely in tuitive 0

However~ their comparison is

2.4.3. The Empirical analysis of Mothers' speech

to infants.

None of the above studies used clear measures

or methods to examine and assess speech to children

and many of their observances are almost anecdotal.

Nei ther to the above authors cite Drach, Kobashigawa

pfuderer and Slobin's (1969) early empirical
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examination and measurement of Mothers' speech to

in fants. Drach et al's (1969) collection of

papers are the main reference on mothers' speech

in all later work.

In analysing a sample of speech addressed

to an adult and an infant, Drach (1969) found

differences in all the measures of language used.

His final conclusion was that the mother's speech

to:

'the child consisted of short, complete,

grammatical utterances, while that (speech)

directed to the adult was long, rambling, complex,

rapid and frequently interrupted by false starts

and hesitations.' (Drach (1969) pg.18).

pfuderer (1968) from her study of mothers'

speech concludes that there is:

'a process through which the adult changes

his style of speech to the child which can be

partially characterised by the increasing amount of

"ext ra'' semantic information. ',

18 in Drach et al (1969)) 0

(Pfuderer (1968) pg.

However, these studies do emphasize the

fact that they are pilot projects working in an

unexplored f ield.
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2.4.4. Later Empirical work on Mothers' speech.

During the past eight years, many workers

refined the description of the linguistic environment

of the language learning child. Much of the work

has been simultaneous with little or no reference

to other workers. Thus Vorster (1975) notes

that in most studies a description of the linguis'

tic environment, as yet unanalysed is claimed.

However, Vorster notes:

'It so happens that most of the authors who

wrote these int roductory paragraphs seem to do so

more or less simultaneously.! (Vorster(1975) pg.

294) (To date the linguistic environment has been

fairly extensively analysed).

The interest of researchers in the phenomenon

of Mothers' speech has been outlined. Recent

findings will now be discussed. Sachs, Brown and

Salerno (1972) state that a child does not acquire

language by e ither memorising sentences nor by

merely imitating adult speech. These authors

suggest that too much interest in the "innate

properties" of l an gu ag e has yielded a lack of

interest in the character of the linguistic input

to children.

Recent studies set out to challenge earlier

views, such as McNeill's (1966) statement that the
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speech of adults fo children is a :

'random, haphazard sample, in no way con

trived to instruct a child on grammar'. (McNeill

( 1966) pg. 173) e

And Bever, Fodor and Weksel's (1965) work

which argues that:

'there is little evidence that adults engage

in a careful limitation of their linguistic output

when conversing with children.' (Bever et al (1965)

pg. 470).

The assumption that a child acquires language

independent of the type of speech it receives has

been seriously challenged.

Two basic hypothesis formed to test the

above ideas are outlined by Phillips (1970a and b)

as:

1) 'Adults do not speak to children as they speak to

other adults; instead they use much simpler,

syntax and restricted vocabulary'

and

2) 'the speech addressed to a child becomes more

adult-like as the child increases inlingui,stic

competence! •

(Phillips (1970a and b) pg. 2).

Because of the rapid increase of work in

this field, it is useful to group studies into

different kinds of material analysed.
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Here, much of Vorster's (1974) review of

the field is presented. Vorster's is the most com

prehensive summary of the work done to date. He

suggests that a classification of types of studies

is useful, in terms of the data they yield. This is

done as follows:

1. Comparisons of adult-adult speech with adult-child

speech;

2. Comparisons of adult-child speech X with adult-

child speech Y.

3. Comparison of child-child speech X with child

child speech Y.

4. Comparison of family A with family B for total

linguistic data and 'input'.

Note : X and Y and A and B in the above indicate that

one sample of speech is being compared to a different

sample of spee ch from another speaker.

Each of these study types will be presented

below .

2 .4.4 01 0 Comparisons of adult to adult and adult to

child speech.

As noted by Vorster (1974) this is the most

straight forward comparison and one which most

studies have attempted. The aim here is to demon-

strate the difference between the kind of language

used to a child and the kind of language used amongst

adult members of society. The simplest comparison
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is of a sample of an adult speech to an adult (A-A

speech) and a sample of the same adult's speech .

addressed to an infant (A-C speech) e.g., Drach's

(1969) study.

Riagram 1. Drach's (1969) Comparison of Adult speech

to Adult and Adult speech to Children.

Investigator ( )

The figural representation of studies used I

throughout are from Vorster (1974·).

noted that:

It should be

( a) In all d iagrams arrows point from the speaker

to the addressee;

(b) A l ine i s compared with another line (not one

end o f t h e l ine to the other).

Thus i s t h e above an Adult's speech to an

Adu lt is compared to an Adult's speech to a child.

The major difference between authors is in

the variety of ways into which the corpus of speech

i s segmented , as well as i n the variety of measures

used to ana lyse the speech .

One measure of speech used almost throughout

the r e s e a r ch i s that of Mean Utterance length. From

as early as 1925 Nice (quoted in Phillips ( 19 70 a ) )

suggested the app l icability of th is measure as an

indication of language development . Usually a large

difference in the length of utterance occurs,
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reliable measures used are the rate of speech and

the lexical variability used by the speaker. As

Vorster (1974) notes:

'The former is a simple syllable (or word

count per time unit) while the latter is obtained

by dividing the number of words in the sample

which are spelled differently (types) by the total

number of words (tokens) the result being the so-

called type-token ratio (TTR) .'

pg . 17) .

(Vorster (1974)

One mothod used to determine the syntactic

complexity of l ang u ag e used an analysis of the

transformat ions required to progress from base

strings of sen tences, to the surface structure of

the sentence itself. This approach was modified

and used by Brown and Hanlon (1970) (cited in

Vorster ) being originally outlined by pfuderer

( 19 6 8) and Drach (1969) v and Vorster (1974) notes

some prob lems of this method namely, that:

(a) Linguistic and Psychological complexities are

suggested bur these are difficult to separate;

(b) a full transformational grammar is necessary

before such an analysis is successful. This

transitional grammar still has to be devel-

oped; and

(c) in speech the idealized sentences of trans

formational grammar are never used.
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Attempts at this type of analysis may include

rather subjective categorization procedures. Here

it is important to note the lack of reliability

studies by any of the authors who use such a system.

Other studies have extended and varied Drach's

(1969) pilot work, e.g., those of Phillips (1970a and

1970b), Broen (1972), Remick (1972), Sachs (1974) and

Phillips (19 73) . The outlines of some of these

studies appear below, to show the range of the hypo-

thesis being tested in each case.

Eiagram 11. Broen's (1972) Comparison of Adult speech

to Adults and Adults' speech to Older and

~ounger children. ,

D
~Young child ..

Mother ~'
~Older child

A~Young child

Mother
~Older child

B~Young child

Mother

InveStigato~ .

~Older child

c~Young child
Mother

. ----+--Older child
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Diagram Ill. Remick's (1972) Comparison of Adult

speech to Adults and Adults' speech

to children.

~Mother A ) Baby A

pMother B ) Baby . B

C 7 Baby CInvestigator < Mother

~Mother D ) Baby D

Mother E ) Baby E

Diagram IV. Sach's (1974) Comparison of Adult

speech to Adults and Adults' speech
i

to children.

. /:::~::~
. ~ ~22 month

Investlgator "" Adult C . > old child

~AdUltD~
~AdUlt E

N.B. None of the adults here were parents themselves.

Most of the authors overlap in the measures

used (See Table 1) and findings tend to consolidate

into a single body of evidence.

sharing of the basic hypothesis.

This is due to a

In outlining the description of Mothers'

speech that these authors present, only common meas-

ures will be discussed. Speech which is addressed

to small children is found to be slower than that

which is addressed to adults. Also utterances
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addressed to children are usually shorter than

those addressed to adults. Measures of syntactic

structure e.g., tense, types of phrases, negatives,

imperatives, plurals, etc., indicate that Adult speech

to Adults and Adults' speech to Children differ

significantly. With other measures, e.g., one-word

utterances, simple sentences, deletions, fragments

of sentences and verbs per sentence, the basic

hypothesis that small children hear a special kind of

language, which is distinct from Adult to Adult speech,

is supported.

Thus Vorster (1974) summarises studies com

paring Adult to Adult and Adult to Child speech as

follows:

'the A-A and A-C speech of some 45 different

adults, tested by five different investigators under

a variety of conditions and measured with a wide

range of measures, show marked quantitative, grammat-

ical and lexical differences. ' (Vorster (1974) pg.

20) .

2.4.4.2. Comparisons of Adult to Child speech X and

Adult to Child speech Y.

Vorster (1974) notes that the logical prog

ression of the previous hypothesis namely that speech

to the language7'leaming child is modified according

to the age of the child, necessitates the isolation of

the child's age as a variable. The comparison of
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an Adult's speech to differently aged children formed

part of both Broen's (1972) and Snow's (1972) study.

Both showed, despite the different measures used,

that speech directed to a younger child differs sig-

nificantly from that directed to an older child.

An examination of an Adult's speech to the

same child at different ages was done by Pfuderer

(1968) as follows:

Dia.!:tram V.Pfuderer's ( 1968) Comparison of Adults'

speech to Children at different ages.

Adam's

Adam

Mother~Adam
~~.. ---r----. Adam

Early

Middle

Late

Late

Early

Eve's Mother

~Eve

) Eve Middle

~Eve

Sarah's

~sarah

Mother:: > Sarah

~sarah

Early

Middle

Late

Note: Here an Adult to Adult speech comparison was

not presented, but was intuitively held to be similar

in n at uze ,. ':

Once more, the data supports the view that

speech to 'early' infants is simplest and that this

speech becomes progressively more complex.
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Phillips (1970a and b) examined the pooled

data for three groups of mothers divided into three

different child age groups. Phillips found that

her expectation that Adult speech presented to children

at an earlier age is more simple; was only upheld for

her 18 and 28 month group comparison, but not for her

8 and 18 month group comparison. The 8 and 28 month

groups were similar whereas the 18 month group was

found to be the furtherest from Adult to Adult speech

in terms of simplicity . Ph illips gives the following

explanation: In the 'odd' 18 month group, speech

analysed was obtained during the mothers' first

adjustment of her speech, to her child's ownccommun-:

. .•.icat :Lon and·,).inguistic needs.
. . ,.1 ." . '. ~

As child communication

is absent from the youngest group, the mother is un-

sure of the lowest point or 'floor' to which she should

adjust her speech and so her speech is too complex.

In the 28 month group the mother's speech has returned

to a complex level .

See page 40 for Diagram VI .

Other variables in studies of Mothers' speech

have included:

(a) The presence or absence of the child as a cue to

the speaker. Here Snow (1972) found that a modifi-

cation of speech is greater to present children. This

supports the hypothes is that cues from the child are

important to the adult speaker.

See Diagram VII on page 40.
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Diagram Vl. Phillips' . (1973) Comparison of Adult

to Adult speechahd Adult speech to

Children of Different ages •

Mother A ) Baby A

B ) Baby B

. . . ) · · ·
"Mot h e r J -T- Baby J

Mother A ' -7-- Baby A'

B' -}- Baby Br

Investigator -+- · · ·
J' -1- Baby J'

Mother A"--7- Baby A"

Mother B" -r- Baby B"

. . . ~ · · ·
Mot h e r J"~ Baby J"

Note: Babies A, B, et • • , J = 8 months; A' , B' , ·.. , J'

= 18 months and A", B", fl e Cl , J" = 28 months.

Diagram VII. Snow's(1972) Comparison of Adults' Speech

to Young and Older Children with a present

' +~fp r absen t variable';.. a task variable and a

mother, non-mother '~ariable.

(a) Mother

(x 12)~======~;====

2 year old Present

2 year old Absent

la year old Present
s .

la year old Absent

2 year o ld
)

(b) Mother (x 12)

Easy Task

Mother (x 1~2~) +-__--
Hard Task

Mother (x 12)~
Non-Mother (x 6» ) 2 year old Absent

( c)
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(b) Whether the speaker is a parent or not; although

adult speakers differ in their speech on the whole,

experienced mothers are only slightly better than non-

mothers at predicting a child's linguistic require-

ments. This is suggested by Sachs, Brown and Salerno

(1972) and Snow (1972).

(c) Social class influences on speech. Snow,

Arlmann-Rupp, Hassing, Jobse, Joosten, Vorster (1976)

found that little could be predicted about the social

class of mothers from their speech to their ' infa:nfs.

Thus the social class differences inferred in earlier

studies were not upheld.

Diagram VIII. Snow et aI's (1974) Social Class

Comparison.

(a) Working Class

Mother (x 6)

(b) Lower Middle Class

Mother (x 6)

(c) Academic Middle Class

Mother (x 6)

)

)

Child

Child

Child

Note: In this study, (a), (b) and . (c) . were compared.

However, although many studies here examine

the child's age as a variable, they are not

longitudinal (except for Pfuderer's work). It is

suggestedin ·the light of later evidence that changes

may be exaggerated by using a sample of chiLdren

versus a second sample, due to the possible varia

tion of speech from different adults to different
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children.

Once again Vorster's (1974) summary is most

succint:

'There is a considerable body of statistically

significant evidence that the speech which adults

direct at language-learning children does not only

differ from the speech which adults use among them

selves. Within a broad category of A-C speech there

are differences and these differences are dictated

by communication between adult and child.' (Vorster

(19 74) pg. 2 3) .

2.4.4.3. Comparisons of Child to Child Speech X and

Child to Child Speech Y.

In tracing the language acquisition of a

child, other sources of speech to the child have been

examined. It is suggested by Schatz and Gelman

(1973) and by Sachs and Devin (1973) that the speech

of young children to infants also adapts to the

younger child's needs.

Using the same analysis as other authors, it

app~ars that shorter, more simple sentences are

presented by children to infants, than by children to

adults or peers. Also the younger the infant, the

greater the adjustment which takes place in child's

speech. However, speech to adults and peers

despite age differences, is the same.
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It seems therefore that anyone speaking to a

language-learning child, adjusts their speech to the

level required by the child.

Once more support is found for the view that

the cues provided by infants are important to the

people addressing them .

.Qiagram lX. Shatz and Gelman's (1973) Comparison of

Child to Child, . Child to Adult and

Child to Peer Speech.

( a) Four year old

(- Sib)

(x 8)

~Non-Sib

~::::..--__ ) Adult

~ peer

- 2 years.

(b) Four year old

(+ Sib)

(x 8)

Sib - 2 years

Non sib 2 years

Adult

Peer.

2.4.4.4. Comparison of Family A and Family B for

Total Linguistic Data and 'Input'

A further issue analysed is the extent to

which total linguistic en v i r onme n t s dif fer between

homes . The focus here is on the rource and quan ti ty

of the verbal input to the infant. Friedlander,

Jacobs, Davis and Wetstone (1972) confirm that the

largest percentage of language stimulation to the

child is from its mother (with whom it spends most of

its waking hours). However, one child in their

sample, rapidly acquired a grasp of Spanish although
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this formed only 5% of her total linguistic environ

ment and 37% of all speech directed at her. (5)

Friedlander et al (1972) therefore suggest a re-

evaluation of the assumption that mothers' speech,

because of its quantity, plays the most decisive part

in the child's acquisition of language.

2.4.5. Specialized focus studies on isolated aspects

of speech.

Added to the above work are more detailed

studies which only examine one aspect of speech.

For example, Kobashigawa's (1968) analysis of the

frequency and nature of repetitions in mothers' speech;

and Holzman's (1972) analysis and classification of

interrogative utterances from mothers, to determine

their purpose in communication. The latter study

is the first to use an approach similar to Dore's

and Bruner's (as referred to above) also drawing from

the works of both Grice and Searle.

A unique study by Nelson (1973) focussed

on the interaction between measures of speech and a

variety of environmental influences. The relation-

ships which emerge are hard to interpret. In her

(5) In this study the 'linguistic environment' in

cluded all possible sources of speech about the

child e.g., speech to others, radio, television

etc., giving the figures noted here.
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(1974) paper, Nelson goes on to elaborate her func-

tional approach. 'Functional' here, however, applies

to the function of objects in the environment before

they are labelled; and not to a functional analysis

of speech as outlined previously.

2.4.6. Conclusion.

The above authors share a common feature

in their research: they contribute some evidence to

the view that Adult speech to Children differs from

Adult to Adult speech.

The early analysis of Adult to Child speech

suggested it to be 'degenerate', abounding in false

starts; having a high rate with broken sentences

occurring and difficulty in tracing discrete utterances.

Vorster (1974) notes (as previously mentioned) that

this view held by Chomsky (e.g. 1970), McNeill (1966)

and Bever Fordor and Weksel's (1965) analysis of Adult

to Child speech were:

'the purest speculative assertion'

(1974) pg.26).

The data to date, however, agrees with Brown and Bellugi's

(1964) suggestion that Adult speech to children is

'sirnplified,repetitive and idealised' . (pg. 136).

Catherine Snow (1974) notes that three assump

tions of language acquisition have been supported by

studies of mothers' speech.
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(1) That language acquisition is the result of a

process of interaction between a Mother and her Child,

which begins early in infancy and to which the child's

contribution is as important as the mother's; this

interaction is as crucial to Cognitive and Emotional

development, as it is to Language Acquisition.

(2) That Language Acquisition is assisted by and is

the result of Cognitive Development;

(3) That the production of simplified speech registers

is one of many communicative skills whose acquisition

is as interesting as the acquisition of syntax or

phonology.

The indirect influence of the Social

theorists in suggesting a broader analysis of language

in terms of Socialization Theory,may have led to the

testing of the relevence of the Linquistic Environment

of the language-learning child. Although the trend

away from syntactic approaches was useful, semantic

modes of analysing speech do not complete the des

cription. A functional analysis of speech is lacking

in the more structural analyses already attempted. The

incorporation of Searle's Speech Act concept and the

functional nature of speech is important. Although

workers have felt the need for such measures, little

has been done to empirically incorporate such an

approach in the analysis of Speech to Infants, despite

for example Snow's (1975) suggestion that one should

look at:
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'the functional aspects of the maternal

utterances and especially at the nature of the inter-

action they (the mothers) were engaging in.' (pg.7).

TABLE 1. Various Measures ·of ·Speech used ·b y .Investigators

Adapted from Vo.r.ster ,(1975) . ,

x x x
x x *

A - various length of
utterance measures

Rate of speech

Median fundamental
frequency

Quantity of speech

Mean preverb length

Repetitions (ii)

x

x

x x

x

x x

x

x

x x

x *

*

x x x x

x x

x *
x *

B - Extensive deriv-
ational complexity

Strict subcategoriz
ational frame

Structure frequency

Tense

Questions

Imperatives

Passives

Negatives

Plurals

Diminutives

Prepositional phrases

C - Type-token ratio

Function and content
words

Noun phrases

Verb phrases

Concreteness of nouns

Old English verbs

Weak verbs

Verbs

x

x x x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x
x

x

x

x

*

*

*
*

*
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TABLE 1 (Contd) •

F.
1 1. .J.. (i.)A .B C D . E F. . G H

Modifiers x x x x x *

D "::'~ one word sentences x *

Incompleteness and
deletions x x x x

Co and subordination x x x x x x x x x

Disfluencies x

E - Pronominal
reference x x x

Subject identity x

Deixis x

Sentence functions x *

Accessories e.g.
tags x

(i)
A= Drach (1969); B = Remick (1972); C = Sachs et al (1972)

D = Phillips (1970a and b); E = Broen (1972); F = Snow

(1972); Fl = Snow et al (1976)*; G = pfudeier (1968);

H = Shatz and Gelman (1973); I = Vorster (1974); J = this

project.

* Note Vorster, being a co-author of this paper was able to

use it before it was published.

(ii) When an hvestigator has made an extensive study of

only one aspect, e.g. Kobashigawa (1969) and Holzman (1972)

with their papers on repetitions and questions respectively

he is not incorporated in this table.



ADULT
INVESTIGATORS. . ADDRESSEE SPEAKER .

Bakker and 3 Mothers
Hoefnage1

0'\

"'"

Drach (1969)

Remick (1972)

Sachs (1974)

Phi11ips
(1970a & b)

Broen (1972)

Pfuderer (1968)

Shatz and
Ge1man (1973)

Snow (1972)

Snow (e t a1)
(1976)

Snow (1974)

Vorster (1974)

Bakker and
Hoefnage1*

Garnica *

Drach

Remick

Sachs

Phi11ips

Broen

Adults
and peers

Garnica

1 Mother

5 Mothers

5 Non~parents

20-30 years

30 Mothers

4 Mothers

3 Mothers

16 Four-year
olds

24 Mothers and
6 non-Mothers

18 Mothers from
3 socio-economic
classes

9 Mothers

3 Mothers

12 Adults,
presumably. mot.he.r.s.

1 Age 2 6 mon ths •

5 Between 16 and 30 months.

1 Age 22 months.

30 Age 8, 18 and 28 months.

2 per Mother:- 18 and + 45 months
(age of child)

3 at 3 stages each (age of child)

Two-year old (age of child)

12 Age 2 and 12 age 10 years
(age, task, presence-absence)

18 between 18 and 38 months
(socio-economic class and situation)

9 Between 23 and 35 months
(age of child)

3 at 3 a~es each : 24-44 months
(age of child!a

3 at 27- 31 months (different situations)

12 age 2 and 12 age 5 years
. . . . . . . . . .(.age. .o.f. chi l d ) . . . .

* cited in Vorster (1975).
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3. o METHOD OF I , ANALYSTS.

3.1 THE SAMPLE USED:

The corpus of Mothers' speech analysed in this

study was drawn from the interaction between four white,

middle-class mothers and their infants. The infants

ranged in age from birth to two years, forming a long

itudinal sample with some overlap between the pairs as

follows:

Julie data used ; from birth to 23 weeks;

Sarah data used: from 23 weeks to 65 weeks;

Oliver data used:from 69 weeks to 93 weeks; and

Kerryn data used:from 48 weeks to 104 weeks.

(See Plot 1).

No longitudinal pair continued for less than

23 weeks.

3.2. THE METHOD USED:

3 . 2 . 1. Fi lming •

The interaction between a mother and her

infant was recorded visually and auditorily using a

SonyVideo-tape recorder. It is of interest to note

the , recent use of such a method. None of the

earlier workers in Mothers speech referred to above,

e.g. Phi11ips (1970a and h, 1973), Remick (1972),

Broen (1972), Sachs (1974) or Snow (1972) filmed their

subjects. Only recent workers in development e.g.

Trevarthan (1974), Bruner (1974, 1975) and Dore (1974,

1975) have employed this highly accurate record of
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speech in use.

used.

A fairly stable play-room environment was

The original venue for filming was. a room sub-

dtvidea to provide a small, concealed area for filming
4,,1 ... . . _.¥ .

(via a one-way mirror) and alarger area, in which the

mother and infant being filmed sat and played. The

play area was furnished with an armchair, the location

of which changed once during filming. The only

other objects in the room were wooden fence-barriers

for keeping mobile children in the play area. The

toys with which the room was provided were from a

constant sample - this enabled mothers and infants

to develop skills and games with familiar objects.

Later the venue for filming was changed. A

larger room was used and a larger camera operating

space. This latter venue was still in use at the

conclusion of this study.

Although using only one location probably

limited the scope of interaction between mother and

child (i.e. bathing and eating behaviour were excluded)

this did assist comparisons between the Mother-Infant

pairs in the sample . Also the environment may have

placed a pressure on the mother to play with her

child as there . was little else for her (the mother)

to do in the sLtuation. The youngest infant in

the sample (Julie) was filmed in hospital for the

first week of her life and then at home for 16 weeks.

After this, Julie and her mother were filmed in the
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play-room used by the other three Mother-Infant pairs.

Filming was done at as close to two weekly

intervals as possible. However this procedure was

subject to changes in each mother's private routine.

3.2.1. Recording Mothers' Speech.

All the mothers' speech to infants was

recorded by the video-tape films made. At times,

however, the quality of sound or a sudden change in

pitch or tone in the mother's voice made the trans

cription of utterances impossible, then such

utterances were labelled as Unclear/Inaudible.

Two points are necessary to consider when the

transcription of speech is attempted. First contex-

tual features are most important for later analysis.

This is not a simple procedure but a necessary one.

TheJ'ac.ouracy of studies in which only brief and

cursory references to contextual cues are made,

should be doubted.

Second, in transferring speech from its

auditory medium to a written system, care is needed.

Fortunately how~ver a speaker of a language can

easily transcribe most speech which is heard~ This

should be done without any attempt to grammatically

correct the utterances. At times marking the

speech into discreet units,ie., those of the sent

ence, may be a problem. One . has to use the concept

of sentence ungrammatically to equate it to an

utterance. Utterance boundaries are marked by a
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final intonation contour, with a pause usually

occurring after an utterance. Often the end of an

utterance may be distinguished by grammatical cues as

well as logical or expressive ones.

The reliability of transcribing mothers'

speech was examined for this study. Two hearers

transcribed the utterance. This was done using the

speech of three different mothers which occurred at

each 10 second intervals of the video-film. The

following results were obtained.

(I) General agreement of utterance (with

not more than two words different) : 1,00 or 100%

agreement.

(2) Word recording agreement (using all the

words in the task) : ,96 or 96% agreement.

These scores are all significant to the

P = ,01 level using the chi square test.

Finally transcripts were obtained which re

corded the four mothers' speech to their infants over

a total period of two years. A final sample of

4,492 utterances ·f r om the mothers was obtained which

included 3,405 two-word or longer utterances and is

represented by 13,241 words. This sample was used

to determine the mothers' scores on each measure.

It should be noted that 10 minute sessions

which contained fewer than 20 utterances from the

mother were excluded from this sample. Such a paucity

of speech yields absurd results where analysed by the
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measures used. These sessions only occurred in one

mother's speech (Kerryn's) and were rare.

3.3. DATA ANALYSIS.

3.3.1. Syntactic and quantitative measures.

The available literature was scanned for

useful items of analysis. Of many potentially

useful measures, the following were selected for the

analysis of the corpus of speech obtained:

ia) The number of utterances from the mother per

10 minute Video...;.taped session;

ib) The number of words from the mother per 10

minute Video-taped session;

ii) The Mean Length of mother's utterances in

each session:

(a) using all the utterances from the mother;

(b) using only two-word or longer utter-

ances from the mother;

iii) The range in utterance length in each session;

iv) Repetitions in mothers' speech in each session;

v) The Type Token Ratio of Mothers' speech in

each session;

vi) One word utterances from mother in each session;

vii) Parts of sp~ech and phrases used by mother in

each session:

(a) Verbs; (b) Verb phrases;

(c) Modifiers; (d) Noun phrases.

(See Table 1 for a comparison of this and other studies in

the measures used).
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Each of these measures is discussed fully in

4.0 the Discussion •.

One aim of this project was to test the

validity of earlier statements on the nature of mothers'

speech to differently aged infants, by using a long

itudinal sample of this speech.

3.3.2. Functional analysis.

In addition to the syntactic measures above

an analysis of the Functional aspect of Mothers'

speech was used. This analysis follows that of

Jacobson (cited by Bruner (1974) with some modifications~

It also incorporates Halliday,' s (1975) attempt at a

functional description of messages.

The functions used were:

(a) The Conative Function : a message formed in such

a way as to produce a desired behaviour in the

addressee e.g., a command, request, etc.

(b) The Heuristic Function : a message which provides

information about the world or may give infor

mative instructions as to how to act e.g. ,

labelling objects, commenting on objects, etc;

(c) The Reciprocal Function : a continuation of a

sequence of interaction which may be in accord

ance with or contrary to the previous speaker's

intention e.g. complying with a request,

accepting an object, etc.

(d) The Expressive Function : accompaniments to the

addressor's feelings, e.g. Oh dear;
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(e) The Terminating Function : a message terminating

a sequence of interaction, e.g., goodbye.

An unclassifiable category was also used. The

usefulness of this approach in analysing speech and the

need for this type of analysis is fully examined in the

Discussion.

Using three observers, a reliability study

found a 90% agreement on the assignment of functions.

This level of agreement differs significantly from the

expected chance agreement at the ,01 level of signif

icance, using the chi square test.

3.3.3. Message descriptions.

A final analysis of the corpus included a

description of the type of message from the mother.

The following is the list of descriptions or Glosses

used in this study :

1. Requesting an object (option of refusal).

2. Demanding an object (no option of refusal).

3. Offering an object.

4. Accepting an offered object.

5. Refusing a requested/demanded object.

6. Labelling an obj ect.

7. Comment on an obj ect.

8. Locating an object (deixis).

9. Requesting permission to act.

10. Requesting an action (with option of refusal).

11. Command to act.
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r2.Complyirt~with request/command for action or

granting permission to act.

13. Refusing to act as requested/commanded or

refusing permission to act.

14. Instructing how to act.

15. Demonstrating an action.

16. Scaffolding (assisting in the carrying out

of an action).

17. Comment on partner's action.

18. Comment on own action.

19. Demanding attention.

20. Expressing app'rova l';

21. Expressing disapproval.

22. Expressing sympathy.

23. Imitating an action.

24. Requesting information.

An interesting feature of this Functional

and Gloss analysis is that it enables one to examine

the linguistic and non-linguistic cues of the

interaction between the mother and her infant.

It should be noted that the glosses are essentially

descriptions of illocutionary fotc~ (except number

23) •
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4.0. ' DISCUSSION.

The results and discussion of the corpus of

mothers' speech used in this study will be conflated

J
and presented in three parts.

Part 1 outlines a Quantitative description

of the mothers' speech. The results of this

analysis will be compared to those of earlier works,

to see if the, hypothesis that mothers' speech is

both simple and redundant, is upheld.

Part 11 compares the four mothers' speech

to see whether there are differences in the speech

which may be dependent on the child's age. A

Longitudinal trend analysis tests whether each

mother's speech changes over the period of time used.

Part III presents a Functional analysis of

mothers' speech as well as a Descriptive study.

Here the emphasis is on speech in use as a means of

sending messages in the communicative process of

interaction.

Due to the variety of methods used to analyse

the corpus of speech, the three different approaches

are discussed separately. These are combined in

the Conclusion which integrates the findings.
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4.1. PART 1 : A DESCRIPTION OF MOTHERS' SPEECH TO INFANTS

4.1.1. The Simplicity/Redundancy hypothesis:

The suggestion that mothers' speech to infants

is both simple and redundant is expressed in the works of .

Catherine Snow (e.g. 1973, 1974, 1975 and with Arlman-Rupp

Hassing, Jobse and Vorster 1976) and in the work of

Juliet Phillips (1970a and b, 1973).

This hypothesis criticises the view that language

learning infants are exposed to a complex inarticulate

system. Snow (1974) suggests that:

'No one has to learn to talk from a confused,

error-ridden garble of opaque structure'. (pg.6).

and Snow, Arlman-Rupp, Hassing, Jobse and Vorster

(1976) note that:

'Children have a very simple, correct redundant

and consistent sample of utterances available to them'.

(Pg. 1).

This conclusion includes empirical data from several re

search workers e.g., Broen (1972) ,Remick (1972) as well

as Phillips' and Snow's earlier work. Further testing

the applicability of this hypothesis on a non-English

speaking sample Snow et al (1976) conclude that:

'Mothers' speech in Dutch showed the same char

acteristicsof simplicity and redundancy found in other

languages.' (Snow et al pg. 1).

Phillips (1970a and b) analysed the speech from

mothers to three different age groups : 8, 18 and 28

month olds, concluding as follows:
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'On the basis of these results, we can affirm

that, during the period when children develop basic

language skills, the language addressed to them is spec

ialized and not representative of the language spoken

among adults.' (pg. 7).

The first task of this study was the analysis of

mothers' speech, to see whether the obtained description

of mothers' speech may be incorporated into or excluded

from the above hypothesis. The measures of speech used

have been briefly described in 3.0 the Method of Analysis

(pg. 50). As noted, la minute sessions of speech fonn the

equal time span necessary for the comparison of speech

within and between each mother. The measures used

describe the speech which all four mothers use, to

address their infants.

4.1.2. Mean Length of utterances (MLU).

One of the commonest measures used to date, as

an indicator of complexity of speech, is that of the Mean

Length of utterances, the MLU. Snow (1975) in grouping

the data obtained by various workers, found that the MLU

reported varied between 2 and 6 words. On this evidence

fairly wide support was claimed for the idea that mothers'

speech to children tended to be simpler than speech which

was addressed to adults. In this study a range in MLU of

1,79 and 4,85 words was found. The average MLU in this sample

varied from 2,68 to 4,27 words. The range of scores and

averages presented here incorporate the two MLU measures

used in this 's t udy : (a) the MLU of all utterances from

the mother: MLU Alland (b) the MLU of all utterances of two

words or longer (i.e.one word utterances excluded): the MLU

2 word and longer. The data is as follows:
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TABLE 3

d A ' of 't h'e' M'e'an>',L'en' g'th cf' Utt'e'r'ancesThe Range an verage _

in Mothers' Speech.

TABLE 3.1. MLU All utterances:

MOTHER OF RANGE, X , SD ,

OLlVER 3,41 - 4,32 3,87 0,25

KERRYN 1,79 - 3,79 2,81 0,53

SARAH 2,06 - 3,47 2,68 0,31

JULIE 2,27 - 3,28 2,76 0,28

TABLE 3.:2. MLU 2 word and longer utterances (Le.

one-word utterances type excluded)

MOTHER OF

OLlVER

KERRYN

SARAH

JULIE

RANGE

3,37 - 4,85

2,38 - 4,44

2,46 -4,13

3,13 - 3,62

X

4,27

3,38

3,37

3,40

So

0,41

0,53

0,37

0,10

Note: Throughout Part 1 the Range Average X and

Standard Deviation (SO) for each mother's

speech are presented.

The above figures fall well within other workers'

empirical criterion for maintaining that Mothers'

speech to infants is simple.

4.1.3. Maximum Utterance Length

This measure also gives some indication of the

complexity of Mothers' speech. The range in maximum

length as well as the average maximum length of utterances
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in the corpus of speech used in this study are as .

follows:

TABLE 4.

The Range and Average of the Maximum Utterance

Length in Mothers' Speech.

MorHER OF

OLIVER

KERRYN

SARAH

JULIE

RANGE

9 - 18 words

4 - 10 words

5 - 12 words

6 - 12 words

X Maximum SD

12 2,56

7,2 1,60

8,1 2,01

8,7 1,49

Once more the data indicates that mothers use

short utterances on average when addressing their

children in the low scores in the range of 4 - 6 words.

It should be noted that the maximum lengths being

referred to here were, for the most part, far longer

than the other utterances in each session (as

suggested by the MLU measures). Hence the range of

scores in Oliver's mother's speech may be misleading.

4.1.4. Type Token Ratio (TTR).

This measure of speech is commonly used to

indicate the richness of a speaker's vocabulary. The

nearer to 1,00 that this ratio comes, the richer is

the vocabulary being examined.

In this study the Range and Average in TTR

for the sample used is as follows:
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TABLE 5.

The Range and Average of the Type Token Ratio in

Mothers' Speech.

MaI'HER OF RANGE X SO

OLIVER 0,30 - 0,55 0,42 0,08

KERRYN 0,28 - 0,58 0,42 0,08

SARAH 0,24 .- 0,48 0,~2 0,07

JULIE 0,25 - 0,59 0,36 0,10

In general the TTR is low: 0,24 - 0,59

suggesting that the mothers use a restricted vocabulary

when talking to their infants. The range of TTR,

from 0,24 to 0,59 suggests that only a quarter to

half the words which mothers use to their children are

different to each other. However, caution is nec-

essary when using this measure as most workers use a

constant number of words for comparing speech. Using

small equal samples of speech tends to yield larger

ratios than those presented here.

4.1.5. One Word Utterances.

This measure is used to support the view that

mothers' speech is simple i.e., a large proportion of

one word utterances indicates simplicity of speech.

In this study the frequency count of one word utter-

ances used by the mother in each session was converted

into a Ratio of all the utterances in that session.

The' Range and average or the sample used here, for this
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measure are as follows:

TABLE 6.

The Range and Average in the Ratio of one word

Utterances in Mothers' speech.

MOTHER OF RANGE X SD

OLIVER 0,05 - 0,28 0,12 0,06

KERRYN 0,11 - 0,45 0,25 0,11
,

0,07SARAH 0,11 - 0,44 0,29

JULIE 0,13 - 0,46 0,26 0,11

On average as much as a quarter of Mothers'

speech is made up of one word utterances.

The range in this measure at times approaches

half the utterances from the mother, i.e., 0,44 - 0,46.

4.1.6. Repetitions.

The hypothesis that Mothers' speech is redun-

dant in nature was suggested after an examination of

the amount of repetitions which occur in their speech.

The most complete use of this measure is Kobashigawa's

(1969) study from which the criteria of a Repetition

were taken. A Repetition is defined as an utterance

which occurs within three consecutive utterances after

the original utterance. It may be an Exact or a

Semantic Repetition. Exact Repetitions are self-

evident; however, Semantic repetitions are defined

to include utterances with the same meaning as the

original, but differing in form. These differences

may be in word order, e.g., 'Look Sarah' and 'Sarah look'
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or as additions to the original utterance 'Ta' and

'Ta to mummy'. Partial repetitions are also in-

eluded e.g., 'Look at the kitty' and 'Look at that'

(providing here of course that the object of reference

is still the same). It is interesting to note from

the examples given here that this measure also indic-

ates the modification of messages by the mother in

her speech to her child.

The various repetitions have been grouped in

the present work and expressed as a proportion of the

total number of utterances used by the mother in each

session. The range and arerage of the sample in this

score are as follows:

TABLE 7.

The ·Range and Average in the Ratio of Repetitions

in Mothers' Speech.

MOTHER OF RANGE X SD

OLIVER 0,08 - 0,20 0,13 0,04

KERRYN 0,06 - 0,46 0,24 0,11

SARAH 0,11 - 0,37 0,25 0,06

JULIE 0,15 - 0,42 0,31 0,07

Once more, as in mothers' use of one word

utterances, it appears that a large proportion of

mothersp speech is repeated (0,13 - 0,31). Also at

times Repetitions come to make up nearly half (0,46)

of mothers' speech to their children.

closely follows Kobashigawa's findings.

This data
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4.1. 7. Part of Speech Analysis.

The further aspect of research into the s im 

plicity o f mothers' s pee ch is t h e analysis o f the

levels o f Complexity wh i ch Mother-Infm1 t speech a t t a ins .

Hence workers examine the parts of speech and/or phrases

used by mothers, t o note the degree to which Mothers'

speech approaches the speech which adults use when

add ressing each other.

In analysing how d i f f e r en t parts of speech we re

us ed by mothers over time, elaborate statistical tech-

niques were used. However these failed to indicate

much. Factor analysis suggested t h a t all par t s o f

speech generally tend to hang together, with little

c hange in their usage, over time. An Analysis of

Variance only clouded the issue. It was therefore

decided to select parts of speech and phrases which may

be of importan c e t o speech . This s e Le ct. Lon us e d

Gleason (1965) who presents the following eight parts

of speech, traditionally associated with English

grammatical analysis. Noun: Pronoun: Adjective:

Verb: Adverb: Preposition: Conjunction and In ter-

· j e ct i on . The parts of speech chosen for individual

analysis were (a) Verbs (and verb combinations e.g.,

where's: that's; etc) and (b) Adjectives and Adverbs

which are grouped together as modifiers of speech.

These have interesting implications. Verbs form the

fundamental pivot of most sentences in English and also
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have important associations in terms of action on

the world. Modifiers play a vital role in the

qualification of messages, by adding a more com-

plex dimension. The Phrase usage of mothers

was also analysed. Here verb and noun phrases

were extracted from the mothers' speech. Part

of speech frequency counts were converted into

proportions of the number of utterances in each

session, i.e., ,50 indicates that half the

utterances had the particular part of speech in

them; and 2,00 indicates that each utterance

had two such parts of speech. Phrase fre~

quency counts were also converted into proportions.

Only 2 word or longer utterances were used here

as phrases can only occur in longer utterances.

The technique of 'paraphrasing' mothers' utter

ances to determine their grammatical structure (as

used by Snow et al (l976) was not used. Little

reliability was obtained when this · type of analysis

was attempted by the present author. The range

and average occurrence of the parts of speech used

and the phrases analysed are as follows:
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TABLE 8.

The Range and Average of Parts of Speech and Phrases

~sed by different Mothers.

TABLE 8.1. The ' Ratio of Verbs to other parts of spe'ech

RANGE X SD

OLlVER 0,95 - 1,22 1,12 0,09

KERRYN 0,43 - 1,30 0,93 0,19

SARAH 0,54 - 0,95 0,74 0,19

JULIE 0,80 - 1,09 0,85 0,16

RANGE X SD

OLlVER 0,71 - 0,96 . 0,83 0,08

KERRYN 0,70 - 1,18 0,93 0,12

SARAH 0,43 - 0,85 0,67 0,12

JULIE 0,62 · - 0,83 0,72 0,09

TABLE 8.4 The Ratio of Noun Phrases 'use d

.. . . .RANGE . . . . . X" . . " , SD, " "' ,

OLlVER 0,29 - 0,76 0,55 0,14

KERRYN 0,22 - 0,68 0,39 0,12

SARAH 0,11- 0,43 0,33 0,10

JULIE 0,16 - 0,42 0,23 . 0,08
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Although a direct comparison with Adult speech

to Adults has not been made here, an intuitive com-

parison is suggested. Here there is a limited use of

Verbs per utterance i. e., from nearly half the utter-

ances from mothers having verbs to more than one verb

per utterance (0,43 to 1,30). The verb phrase

analysis yields similar results. The lower range

suggests a limited use of verb phrases by mothers

in speaking to their children, i.e., 0,43 to 1,18.

Modifier usage in Mothers' speech is scar,c~,i. e., from

almost no Modifiers per utterance to three-quarters

of the utterances having a Modifier. (0,05 to 0,73).

Noun phrase usage follows a similar pattern to Modi~

fier usage, i. e., a ratio of 0,11 to 0,76 occurs.

Added to the above data is the observation

that the verb form which mothers use seldom departs

Phillips (1970 a and b) and upheld by other workers.
1

I
from the present tense. This was first observed by

4.l.8~ Conclusion.

These findings agree with past research

which described mothers' speech to infants as both

simple and redundant in nature. Such speech contains

short utterances - as measured by the Mean Length of

Utterances; has a limited vocabulary - as measured

by the Type Token Ratio; has a large number of one

word utterances and has a high incidence of Repetitions.

Added to these features, is a low frequency in the use

of verb and verb phrases and a limited Noun Phrase and
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Modifier usage.

Support is thus claimed for the view that

mothers' speech to infants appears to be both simple

and redundant. However, the measures used have

limitations. These will be discussed in the following

Part of this work.

Finally a methodological issue must be raised.

In comparing the mothers as above, it is important to

remember that they are different mothers, addressing

infants of different ages. Thus case is necessary in

forming generalizations from the comparison made, as

the factors influencing the differences between the

mothers have not been separated.
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finally, Snow (1972) used adults and children of 2 to

10 years of age. In each study, differences were found

between the speech which mothers addressed to children

of various ages and the speech which mothers used when

addressing adults. Vorster's (1974) review (as

discussed in the Literature Review) outlines the con

clusion of these studies as follows. The speech

which mothers send to their infants or young children

differs, in a number of ways and on a variety of

measures, from speech to adults.

Using the data presented in Part 1 (Tables

3 - 8) each mother's speech will now be compared to

examine the differences between the mothers in add-

ressing their children. It is assumed that the age

of the child rather than any additional influence from

the mother personally creates the differences between

their speech. That is, as speakers of a common

language system, great individual differences in the

use of the system are not anticipated. Rather the

cues from the child are seen as the source of influence

to the mothers' speech. However, this comparison

is not a simple one and discrepancies do occur.

fact, the speech with which mothers address their

infants does not seem to get progressively more complex,

as the child ages.

The age range of the sample is : Julie from

birth to 23 weeks; Sarah from 23 to 65 weeks; Kerryn

from 48 to 104 weeks and an overlap in the upper part
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of Kerryn's age range in Oliver, from 69 to 93 weeks

(See Plot 1 Pg.5l). The Range and Mean scores on

different measures are outlined below.

In most of the measures, Oliver's mother's

speech scores highest on the average score e. g., in

MLU i Maximum Utterance length i Type Token Ratio;

Verb and Modifier usage and Noun Phrase usage. This

mother's speech scores lowest in the use of one word

utterances and the use of repetitions. One may

therefore conclude that, on these measures, Oliver's

mother's speech is overall the most complex of the

sample.

Kerryn's mother's speech falls second to

Oliver's mother's in most of the measures used.

Although 't h i s child was studied to an older age than

Oliver, data collection and analysis began at a much

earlier age, hence the slight reduction in Means in

this (Kerryn's) mother's speech. It is of interest

to note that Kerryn's mother has the smallest maximum

utterance length. However, the MLU measure is a

more accurate assessment of utterance length. Kerryn's

mother's speech also follows Oliver's mother's speech

in a low frequency of one word utterances and repetitions.

Sarah's mother's speech, is interesting in that

this mother scores lowest on nearly all measures of her

speech, despite the fact that her child is not the

youngest in the sample. In MLUi Type Token Ratio; Verb

and Modifier usage and in Verb Phrase usage, Sarah's
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mother is the lowest scorer. Her speech is the second

lowest of the sample in the Maximum Length of utterance

and Noun Phrase usage measures. Also this mother's

speech is highest in one word utterance usage and a

little behind Julie's mother's speech for the most

repetitions. A possible explanation for this could

be Phillips' (1970 a and b) idea that mother's speech:

'seems to have a point of origin or a floor

at some time around the first birthday'. (pg. 7).

That is at about 52 weeks, Phillipssuggests

that a mother begins to receive linguistic feedback

from her child. At an earlier age, say 30 weeks, a

mother receives little feedback to which she can adjust

the level of her speech, as in Julie's mother's speech

which scores higher than Sarah's mother in most measures.

Whereas the Sarah data, covering the 52 week age range,

scores as lower then Julie's mother's speech. However,

part of Phillips' observations have not been upheld;

that speech to 8 month and 28 month children is the same.

This was not found in this study. Julie's mother's

speech scores are lower, in all the measures used, than

Oliver's and Kerryn's mothers' speech. However, the

children used here are younger than the 28 month sample

used by Phillips. As yet, the difficult issue of

changes in mothers' speech is by no means solved.

A Table follows which places each Mother's Mean score

in each measure in Rank Order.
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TABLE 9.

The Rank Order of Mothers' Average Scores on all

the measures used to assess their Speech.

MEASURE 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

JS

MLU All 0

MLU more than 2 words 0

Max. length 0

Type Token 0 & K

1 word utterances * S

Repetitions * J

Verb usage 0

Modifier usage 0

Verb phrases K

Noun phrases 0

K

K

J

J

S

K

J

o

K

J

J

S

K

K

J

K

J

S

S

S

K

o

o

S

S

S

J

*
Note: On these two measures a high Rank suggests greater

simplicity or redundancy. On all other measures, a higher

Rank suggests a higher degree complexity.

4.2.2. Longitudinal Trends.

For a fuller presentation of the differences

which occur between and within mothers' speech, a Long-

itudina1 analysis is necessary. This trend analysis

examines whether a mother's speech to her infant changes

as the child ages. There is a surprising lack of

detail in this type of research in studies to date. Only

large age differences in infants have been used to note

any changes in mothers' speech.
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Here an analysis is presented which examines

mothers' speech at two-weekly intervals. The sample

size is constant throughout, 4,492 utterances from

four mothers are used. This includes 3,405 two-word

or longer utterances and represents 13,241 words.

Pearson Product Moment correlations were performed to

note changes over time in each mother's speech as

reflected in each measure. Th~s analysis also tests

the significance of the trends which emerged. Also

Chi-square tests were performed on the first and last of

each mother's score on the measures used. This gives

a crude indication of any change in mother's speech over

the data time span.

4.2.2.1. Trends in each measure used

The various measures used and trends which they

. yield are as follows:

ia) The Number of Utterances from the Mother to her
. Child.

Here the count of utterances in each la minute

session is used as a measure of the quantity of

Mothers' speech. Positive linear trends emerge for

all but one of the mothers in the sample, (where this

measure is correlated with the child's age) i.e.,

all mothers increase their amount of speech to their

infants. Three of the trends are significant,

although that of Julie's mother is weak.
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TABLE 10.

TheCorrelation of the Number of Utterances used

£Y Mothers vs. the age of their child.

CHILD

OLIVER

KERRYN

SARAH .

JULIE

r value Significance level

,659 P = ,05

,058 non-significant

,478 P = ,05

,491 P = ,10

ib) The Number of Words from the Mother to her Child

(See Plot 3).

As in (la) the count of words in each session

also indicates the quantity of the mothers' speech and

is a useful cross-check with the Number of Utterances

measure . Pos itive linear trends emerge for three of

the mothers (as in ia) when this measure is . correlated

with the child's age . All these trends are significant

(once again the trend of Julie's mother is weak).

TABLE 11.

The_Correlation of the Number of Words used by

Mothers vs . the age of their child .

CHILD r value Significance level

OLIVER ,717 P = ,02

KERRYN - ,005 non-significan t

SARAH ,526 P = ,05

JULIE ,485 P = ,10
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ii) The Mean Length of Mother's utterances.

(a) Using all the utterances from the mothers

(See Plot 4).

This measure is the most popular used to date

and is obtained by dividing the number of words in

each session by the number of utterances.

Positive trends occur in all the mothers'

speech over time and it therefore appears that all

the mothers increased the length of their utterances

as their infants developed. However, only in

Sarah's mother's speech was this trend significant.

Oliver's mother, i n her speech showed a non-

significant trend whereas both Kerryn's and Julie's

mothers show no trends.

TABLE 12

The Correlation of the Mean Length of Mothers'

Utterances vs. the age of their child.

CHILD

OLIVER

KERRYN

SARAH

JULIE

r value

,42

,057

,473

,08

Significance level

non - sign i f i cant

non-significant

P = ,05

non-significant

(b) Using only 2 word (or longer utterances from mothers.

(See Plot 5).

This was done to indirectly examine the influ

ence of one word utterances from the mothers and to see
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if two word or longer utterances showed trends over

time. Once again Sarah's mother's speech shows

the only significant positive trend. In Julie's

mother's speech a non-significant negative trend

emerges.

IriOliver's and Kerryn's mothers' speech

however, no trends are noted.

TABLE 13

The Correlation of the Mean Length of only Two Word

and longer utterances from mothers vs. the aqe of

their child.

CHILD r value Significance level

OLIVER ,06 non -significant

KERRYN - ,016 non-significant

SARAH ,612 P = ,01.

JULIE - ,223 non-significant

iii) Range in Mothers' Utterance Length

(See Plot 6).

Here the maximum utterance length from the

mother was noted in each session. This is a cross-

check of (iib) the MLU of two word and longer

utterances.

More marked trends occur than those of (iib)

probably as the range measure is cruder. Oliver's

and Sarah' smothers' speech bo t hlyde Ld significant

positive trends (with Oliver's mother's being weak)

when this measure is correlated with their child's
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age. Julie's mother's speech yields a non-significant

negative trend and Kerryn's mother's speech shows no

trend.

TABLE 14

Tre Correlation of the Maximum Length of Utterances

from Mothers vs. the age of their child.

CHILD r value Significance level

OLIVER ,577 P = ,10

KERRYN ,073 non - sign i f i cant

SARAH ,668 P = ,01

JULIE - ,205 non-s ignifican t

iv) Repetitions in Mothers' speech

(See Plot 7).

Here both identical repetitions and 'semantic'

repetitions (Kobashigawa, in Drach et al 1969) were

combined. A ratio of these repetitions to all

mothers' utterances was then computed.

Julie's mother's use of repetitions is

positively but non-significantly correlated to her

child's age. Kerryn's mother in her use of

repetitions shows a significant negative trend over

t ime. However,both Sarah's and Oliver's

mothers' speech show no trend in this measure.
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TABLE 15

The Correlation of the Ratio of Repetitions in

Mothers' speech vs. the 'age ' o f t he i r child.

CHILD

OLIVER

KERRYN

SARAH

JULIE

r value

- ,004

- ,61

,057

,17

Significance level

non- sign i f i cant

P = ,01

non- sign i f i cant

non-significant

v) The Type Token Ratio of Mothers' Speech

(See Plot 8)

This is also a popular measure which divides

the number of different words ina sample by the total

number of words in that sample. The larger the

ratio yielded the more diverse the vocabulary bein~ used.

Only Kerryn's mother's speech showed a sig-

nificant positive trend on this measure over time. The

rest of the sample yielded negative correlations.

Oliver's and Julie's mothers' speech trends on this

measure were significant .

These surprising trends are probably due to

the use of this measure in this study. Previous

workers used constant samples of speech in calculation

of this Ratio. In this study the whole sample of

mothers' speech per 10 minute session was used. This

appears to distort the proportion for as the number of

words per session increases greatly, the ratio of
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different words i. e., the Type Token Ratio, decreases.

TABLE 16

The Correlation of the Type Token Ratio in Mothers'

Speech vs. the age of their child

CHILD r value Significance level

OLIVER ,624 P = ,05

KERRYN ,66 P = ,01

SARAH - ,349 non -signi ficant

JULIE - ,567 P = ,05

vi) One Word utterances in Mothers' Speech

(See Plot 9)

Here the proportion of one . word utterances

was computed by dividing the number of one word

utterances in each session by the total number of

utterances.

All the trends were non-significant.

of Oliver's mother was negatively correlated

That

whereas that of Sarah's mother's use of one word

utterances was positively correlated. Both

Kerryn's and Julie's mothers' speech yielded no

trend.
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TABLE 17

The Correlation of the Proportion of one . word

utterances from mothers vs. the age of their child

CHILD r value Significance level

OLIVER - ,398 non-significant

KERRYN - ,075 non-significant

SARAH ,158 non-significant

JULIE ,032 non-significant

vii) Parts of Speech used by Mothers.

Throughout this section , definitions of Parts

of Speech were obtained from Jackson's University English

Course.

Here verbs and modifiers (adjectives and adverbs)

and noun phrases and verb phrases (which cross-check the

verb measure) are presented. All counts were converted

into proportions of the utterances in the 10 minute

sessions from which the scores were obtained.

(a) Verbs used by Mothers.

(See Plot 10).

Positive trends emerged for three mothers,

Kerryn's, Sarah's and Julie's when their verb usage

was correlated to the asre--:of their child.

Sarah's mother's speech trend was significant.

Only

Oliver's mother's speech yielded a non-significant

negative trend.
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TABLE 18

The Correlation of the Ratio of Verbs used by

Mothers vs. the age of their child

CHILD r value Significance level

OLIVER - ,248 non-significan t

KERRYN ,19 non- signifi cant

SARAH ,60 P = ,01

JULIE ,41 non-significan t

(b) Verb phrases used by mothers

(See Plot 11).

Similar trends as (a) were yielded. Sarah's

mother's verb phrase usage correlated positively and

significantly to her child's age. Kerryn's mother's verb

phrase usage correlated positively and was weakly sig-

nificant. Oliver's and Julie's mothers' verb phrase

usage yielded no trend.

TABLE 19 ·

The Correlation of the Ratio of Verb Phrases used

by Mothers vs. the age of their child

CHILD r value Significance level

OLIVER - ,006 non- signifi cant

KERRYN ,44 P = ,10

SARAH ,69 P = ,01

JULIE ,042 non-s igni fi can t
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(c) Modifiers used by Mothers

(See Plot 12)

Here negative trends occurred in both Sarah's

and Julie's mothers' speech (when this measure was

correlated with the age of the child.) However, only

Julie's mother's trend was s ignificant. Kerryn's

and Oliver's mothers' use of modifiers showed no trend.

TABLE 20

The~ Correlation of the Ratio of Modifiers used by

Mothers vs. the age of their child

CHILD r value Signi ficancelevel

OLIVER - ,045 non-significant

KERRYN ,048 non-significant

SARAH - ,31 non-s igni fican t

JULIE - ,594 P = ,05

(d) Noun Phrase usage by Mothers

(See Plot 13)

When correlated to their child's age, both

Oliver's and Sarah's mothers' Noun phrase usage showed

significant positive trends. Kerryn's and Julie's

mothers, on the other hand; yielded non-significant

negative trends in their speech in this measure.
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TABLE 21

The Correlation of the Ratio of Noun Phrases used

by Mothers vs. the age of their child

CHILD

OLIVER

KERRYN

SARAH

JULIE

r value

,76

,104

,60

,18

Significance level

P = ,01

non-significant

P = ,01

non-significant

below.

TABLE 22

A summary of trends in the above measures appears

A Summary Table of Trends in the Speech of· all Mothers,

in all measures usedI

I MEASURE OLIVER KERRYN SARAH JULIE

ia) No. of utterances

ib) No. of words

iia) MLU of all utterances

iib) MLU of 2 word or
longer utterances

iii) Range in utterance
length

iv) Repetitions in speech

v) Type Token Ratio

vi) 1 Word utterances

vii) Verb usage

b) Verb phrase usage

c) Modifier usage

d) Noun phrase usage

(* +)

(* +)

( +)

( 0)

(* +)

(0 )

(* -)

(-)

(- )

(0)

( 0)

(* +)

(0 )

(0 )

( 0)

(0 )

( 0)

(* -)

(* +)

( 0)

(+ )

(* +)

(0 )

(-)

(* +)

(* +)

(* +)

(* +)

(* +)

( 0)

(- )

(+ )

(* +)

(* +)

(- )

(* +)

(* +)

(* +)

( 0)

(-)

(- )

(+ )

(* -)

(0 )

(+ )

(0 )

(* -)

(-)

Significant trends are denoted by an asterix and the

direction of the trend e.g. (* +) or (+ -). Non-significant
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trends are shown by only recording the direction of the

t rende. g . (+) 0 r (-) . No relationship between the

variables concerned is denoted by a zero (0).

4.2.2.1.1. Chi-Square test analysis of changes in Mothers'

Speech to Infants.

To supplement the Pearson Product Moment analysis

outlined above, .a Chi-square test of some measures of

speech was performed. The scores of the first and last

session of each mothers' speech were compared. Ratio and

average measures cannot be used here as they do not reflect

sufficient change due to their control by an increasing

denominator. The following results were obtained for

changes in the measures listed•
.TABLE 23

A Chi-square Analysis of Trends in the Speech of all

Mothers, on all the measures used

MEASURE OLIVER KERRYN SARAH . JULIE
SCORES SCORES . SCORES, SCORES

la) No. of utterances from
Mother 76-114 42-34 77-123 29-109
Chi ** 7,20 ,64 ** 10 , 12** 48 ,2 4

ib) No. of words from Mother 284-492 86-128 196-350 82-305
Chi **42,87 ** 7,84 **42,86 **127,35

iii) Range in utterance
length (in words) 11-18 418 6-10 8-9 ·'

Chi 1,24 ,56 ,56 0,,0
iv) Number of Repetitions 13-13 17-5 18-28 4~'29

Chi 0,0 *5,50 1,76 **17,44
vi) No. of 1 word utter-

ances 8-9 19-6 21-35 4-17
Chi 0,0 *5,76 3,00 **6,84

* = Significant to P = ,05

** = Significant to P = ,01

All other values are non-significant
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4.2.2.2. Conclusion.

To conclude on the trends which occur, it

is noted that:

In Oliver's mother's speech significant

positive trends emerge in the Number of Utterances

and Words which the mother sends out to her child.

This is also the case in the maximum utterance length

and Noun Phrase usage by the mother. A negative

trend emerges for this mother's Type Token Ratio

score. Although other trends are suggested no

other trends are significant in terms of what one

would expect from a chance grouping of scores, i.e.,

fewer than half the measures (42%) show any change

over time.

Kerryn's mother in her speech, yields a
, " :-.
,', ','

positive trend for Type Token Ratio and Verb Phrase

usage. In her speech however, there is a significant

drop in repetitions over time. Here only a quarter

of the measures (,25%) show any significant change

as the child ages.

However, 67% of the measures used yielded

significant trends in Sarah'smother's speech~ All

these trends are positive showing an increase in the

Number of utterances and words to the child; an

increase in MLU for all and two word or longer

utterances; an increase in the ~~ximum length of

the mother's utterances and finally an increase in

Verb usage and Verb and Noun Phrase usage.
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Julie's mother's speech shows trends similar

to those of Oliver's mother's speech i.e., that the

number of utterances and words to the child increase

with time and that the Type Token Ratio measure sig-

nificantly decreases with time. In this mother's

ages.

speech, however, Modifiers a re used less as the child

Here too, as with Oliver's mother, only 42%

of the measures show any change over time. The

Chi-square analysis presented in Table 23 (pg. 87)

gives some support to the Pearson Product Moment trends

discussed and suggest other weaker trends. However,

the Pearson Product Moment measure is the measure re-

ferred to throughout this discussion.

The lack of trends in three of the mothers'

speech may be partially explained by the fact that

large differences in scores between each mother's

sessions occur, which may obscure long term trends.

Once more a plausible explanation for the change

in a large proportion of the measures in Sarah's mother's

speech is Phillips' (1970 a and b) 'floor' hypothesis;

that this mother's speech covers the period of greatest

change. Despite a fairly large fluctuation between

sessions, the plots for this mother's speech show an

increase and a levelling about 52 weeks of age. This
,

is:i).nsufficient to support the 'floor' hypothesis. For

this to be the case, a number of negative trends should

be found in Julie' smother's speech which, as may be

seen, from Table 22 (pg. 86) does not occur.
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The view that a child's cognitive capacity is

important to its linguistic development is clearly

stated in van der Geest (1974). From this empirical

study, 'v an der Geest (1974) c oncl u de s that:

'the chi ld 's acquis ition of syntax derives

from two different sources h is own cognitive

semantic abilit ies and his mother's '.intelligent'

provision of syntactic information about how .to

express his progressively more complex ideas.' (pg.175).

It is suggested that the origin of such

behaviour i s at about the first year of life, when the

chil d begins t o make ' i n t e l l i gen t ' use of the world.

This mas tering of the concept of an object (in

Piaget's framewo rk) is the beginning of representational

thought , in t h e c h i l d , whi ch facilitates the development

of lang ua g e .

Snow (1 9 75) poi n t s out t hat ch an g e s in

mothers ' speech as me a sured by MLU, a s well as other

feat ures o f mothe r s' s peech do not s h ow an abrupt change

when chi l d ren b egin t o speak, but occur at about 7 months

o f age. Snow suggests r at he r that:

' I t is the children's ability to play a role

in the social interaction by responding to adult speech

wi th vocaliz ations an d communicative acts 'wh i ch

in f luen c e s the mother' s speech'~ (Snow (1975)pg. 1).

Unfortunately because of the limited overlap

in the sample , used at 7 months of age, it was not

possible to focus on this period i n , detail. However,
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Julie's mother's speech is difficult to explain for

on the one hand, it is simpler than the older children's

mothers' speech and yet it does not appear to be about

to change, as suggested by the trend analysis.

4.2.3. Mothers' Views

Mothers are unsure as to precisely when their

children understand their speech. However, their

views give a rough indication. In an earlier

project (1975) by interviewing a sample of mothers, I

found that they felt their children generally 'under

stood' them at 7 months of age (range 4 - 10 months).

However, they also stated that a more 'complex' level

of understanding was achieved by the child at about

12 months (range 10-16 months). The' complex' level

included fairly long utterances to the child. Important

factors reported as associated with this understanding,

were the mothers' tone of voice and her child's

physical ability to respond appropriately to her

messages. Mothers with children of seven months or

below found it difficult to . assess this concept • .·

4.2.4. Conclusion.

To briefly recap the issues involved in the

study of mothers' speech, it is once more necessary to

trace the development of this field.' After Chomsky' s

outline of language severely challenged the behaviourist

point of view, a large number of studies sought to

examine the innate component of the Language Acquisition

Device which Chomsky suggested. This innate ability
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hypothesis was supported by the claim (among others) that

speech to children, from which children formed their

control of the language ,was a:

'random, haphazard sample, in no way contrived

to instruct a child on grammar'. (McNeill (1966) pg.l73).

The innate ability to master language from a

muddled example was also claimed by Bever, Fodor and

Weksel (1965). These authors state that:

'there is little evidence that adults engage

in a careful limitation of their linguistic output

when conversing with children'. (pg.470).

This may have been the case in 1965 when the

above statement was made, however, much work has been

done since then challenging the 'innate' aspect of

language acquisition. This is ~pecially so of the

view that the speech directed to the child is, for the

most part, a muddled sarr~le of language. Hence

mothers' speech has been analysed to see if it does

follow McNeill's (1966) or Bever et al's (1965) claims.

The work done to date has also set out to suggest ways

in which mothers' speech may facilitate a child's

acquisition of language.

As has been presented so far, Mothers' speech

to infants appears to be a simplified form of adult-

adult speech. Not only do mothers use it to address

their children, but so do non-parent adults. Shatz

and Gelmanis work (1973) goes on to suggest that even

children" modify their speech when addressing infants.
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Clearly then, support has been generated for the view

that mothers use a restricted, simplified and often

repetitive speech style when addressing infants.

A second focus in this field is the relevance

of mothers' speech to her child's language acquisition.

For example, Snow (1974) notes the importance of the

semantic content of mothers' speech, being limited to

constructions which her child has already mastered.

Also, Snow suggests that the simplicity and redundancy

of mothers' speech:

'may primarily serve the purpose of minimizing

confusion and helping to consolidate gains in language

acquisition.' (Snow (1974 pg. 16-17) •

A number of other workers have suggested that

within this special speech, mothers are providing basic

methods for learning the structure of language. Thus

a simplification of speech seems necessary for any

mastery of the system. A garbled mass of speech

seems a totally inappropriate sample for a child

learning language.

As has been seen in the trend analyses pres

ented, mothers' simplification of speech to the level

of their child's need, is more subtle than past authors

seem to note. Few changes emerge within these

mothers' speech over fairly long ' t i me spans. Therefore

despite the speech being simpler on average, to suggest

a constantly changing response to the child is not

feasible, over the time span , used in this work.
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Only Sarah's mother's speech changes substantially ,i n

measures used. Here too, though, not all the

measures show changes over t ime. It is essential to

take the actual speech heard by children into account

when attempting an analysis of -the language acquisition

process. The conclusion here seems to be:

'that these characteristics of the language

input make it ideal as a data base for language ac

quisition and therefore help -to explain how young

children canmster a large and complex system with

relative speed and ease.' (Snow et al (1974) pg.l).

These authors go on to note, however, that to

directly test this claim is difficult. The ideas

presented here are merely what the research seems to

indicate.

Reasons for the difficulty in testing the

nature of speech to infants are noted in the problems

inherent in the measures being used. For example,

the concept of 'Complexity' in speech is very difficult

to measure. In the following sentences, for example.

I had tea in town; and

I wish that I had had tea in town,

th e latter is obviously more 'complex' in terms of the

message being expressed. The point here is : how

could such complexity be measured? In breaking

utterances into various units, as has been done in this

and past work, only a crude segmented description of

speech is achieved. No one set of measures describes
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speech adequately and fully. For example, modi-

fiers generally qualify a message, adding further

information to it. But, simply counting all

the modifiers which occur in a sample of speech,

does not precisely measure the complexity of the

utterances in which they occur.

The problem of measuring "s p e e ch is worsened

by the artificiality of the analysis, during which

each utterance is removed from its context. The

message content of the utterance is thus ignored

and its relevance to the speaker's behaviour and the

interaction at the time of speech is lost.

Furthermore, one has to guard against

assuming that a syntactic analysis of complexity

(even if it were complete) is tapping what is central

to the linguistic development of the child. In

all probability it is the semantic content of the

speech which is of greater importance. The

intention of a speaker, as conveyed in the function

and force of an utterance, is the all-important

complement to an adequate description of a comm-

unicative sequence. Therefore language in

use will now be analysed.
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4.3. PART Ill. A FUNCTIONAL AND DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

OF MOTHERS' SPEECH TO INFANTS.

4.3.1. The Approach used.

This section attempts an analysis of the

function of mothers' speech, the function being

judged from each utterance in its context. Here

the need to consider all aspects of communicative

behaviour in the study of language is emphasised.

This approach is used by Snow (1975) in her explan

at ion of the need for modifications by mothers to

their speech, whal addressing infants. Snow's focus

is on :

'the functional aspects of the maternal

utterances and especially at the nature of the inter

act ion.' (Sn ow (1975) pg. 7).

4.3.2 0 A Functional Analysis 'o f MotherEl' Speech.

This includes all the speech from the four

mothers in the sample. Only the Conative, Heuristic

and Reciprocal functions are examined. The other

Functions contributed little and occur infrequently

in the mothers' speech. Note: a full definition of

each function has been given in the Analysis of data

section of this work. The reliability of assessing

these messages has also been presented in that section.

In each session of Mother-infant interaction,

mothers' utterances were judged in terms of the

Functions used. Frequency counts of each function

were converted to proportions of the total number of
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utterances in each session.

A brief scan of the data for all mothers

indicates that the Conative Function is used more

in their speech than any other funct ion and that

Heuristic utterances appear more frequently than do

Reciprocal utterances. However, it is the change

over time of the different functions used by the

mothers ,when addressing t.he i.r :children, which is of

most i n t e r e s t . To examine these changes, Pearson

Product Moment correlations were performed.

4. 3.2.1. The Conative Fun ction in Mothers I Speech

to their children.

(See , Plot 1 8) .

Here a count was made of the utterances in

each session which satisfied the criteria of having

a Conative function. This count was converted into

a Ratio measure of the number of utterances in each

session t o make comparisons between different sessions

possible. A negative l inear trend emerges in

the speech o f the mothers of the older children.

(Oliver and Kerryn). i.e., in the speech of these

mothers, fewer Conative utterances are used over

time. No trend occurs i n . Sarah' s mother's speech

an d a non-s ign ificant positive relat ionship is found

i s Julie's mother's speech.
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TABLE 24

The Correlation of the Conative fun'cti 'on in Mothers'

Speech vs. the age ofthe'irchild ,

CHILD r value Significance level

OLIVER ,728 P = ,02

KERRYN ,543 P = ,02

SARAH - ,05 non-rs LqnLfLcant;

JULIE ,305 non-significant

4.3.2.2.

The Heuristic Function in Mothers' speech to their children

(See Plot 19).

A similar procedure was followed here, as in

the trend analysis of the Conative function i.e., a count

of the Heuristic utterances used was converted to a

proportion of all the mothers' speech in each 10 minute

session. Here positive trends occur throughout the

sample, all of which (except in Sarah's mother) are

significant. i.e., this function plays an increasing role

in mothers' speech over time.

TABLE 25

The Correlation of the Heuristic function in Mothers'

Speech vs. the age of their child.

CHILD r value Significance level

OLlVER ,738 P = ,01

KERRYN ,526 P = ,05

SARAH ,124 non-significant

JULIE ,61 .. P = ,05
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4.3.2.3. The Reciprocal Function in Mothers' Speech

to their children.

(See Plot 20).

Once more, the same procedure as before was

used to analyse the Reciprocal utterances from each

mother. Two positive but non-significant trends

emerge in Kerryn's and Sarah's mothers' speech. Two

negative trends occurred in Oliver's and Julie's

mothers' speech, the trend in Julie's mother being

significant. This function does not seem to play

an important part in mothers' speech.

TABLE 26

The Correlation of the Reciprocal Function in Mothers'

Speech vs. the age of their . child

CHILD r value Significance level

OLIVER - ,327 .n on ·-:s ign i fi can t

KERRYN ,389 non- sign i f i cant

SARAH ,36 non-significant

JULIE - ,85 p = ,01

There follows a summary of the significant

trends in the Conative, Heuristic and Reciprocal

functions of the Mothers' speech.
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TABLE 27

A smnmary of the trends in the three Functlon·al

measures of Speech, from all the. m.ot~ers.

FUNCTION

i) Conative

ii) Heuristic

iii) Reciprocal

OLIVER-

(* - ) .

(* +) .

(-)

KERRYN

(* -)

(* +)

(+ )

SARAH

(0 )

(+ )

(+ )

JULIE

(+ )

(* +)

(* -)

Sign i f icant trends are indicated by an asterix and the

di rection of the trend e.g., (* +) or (* -). Non

significant trends are noted by the direction of the trend

on ly e .g., ( + ) or (-) and no relationship between the

variab les of interest is indicated by zero (0).

P l ot s 14 to 17 present the Functional analysis

o f each of the four mothers individually. Here the

inter-relationship of the functions within one mother's

speech may be seen .

4 . 3 .2 .4 . Chi-square test analysis of Functional trends

in Mothers' speech.

As with the qualititative and quantitative

measures presented earlier, a chi-square test was

performed on the first and last raw data value of

each function . This was done to supplement the
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trends s ugge s t e d by the PearsonP roduct Moment

An al y s i s .

TABLE 28

A Ch i-sguare ana lys is o f t h e three Functional Trends

in a l l t he Mothers'speech .

* - Signifi c an t t o P = ,05

** = Si gnifi c ant . t o P = ,01

MEASURE

Con at i ve

Chi

Heurist i c

Ch i

Recipr oc a l

Chi

OLIVER
SCORES

57-46

,96

10 , 47

**22 , 72

9- 2 1

* 4,02

KERRYN SARAH JULIE
SCORES SCORES SCORES

39- 2 5 41-73 22--61

2,64 ** 8,42 **17,38

0-2 17-25 8-28

, 50 1 , 16 **10,02

1- 7 13- 20 11-14

** 3, 12 1,08 , 16

(Al l other . Chi-square

values are non-significant)

In on l y taking data extreme s into considerat ion,
\

t he chi- squa r e tes t here is of l i mit ed us e . Therefore

t he Pearson Product Moment an alys is wi ll be used in t he

Di s cuss i on .
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4 . 3. 2 . 5 0 Dis cu s s ion .

The' trends .which ·eme r ge -- i n ·Ol i ve r ' s and

Kerryn's mothers' speech are fairly similar.

These may be interpreted as a shifting ·in -me s s ag es

from being pure l y con cerned in trying to el~cit

r e spon s e s f rom the infant, to providing the infant

with more i nformation about t he world. - Here

Conative utterances sigtli f i t antly decrease whilst

Heur is t ic utterances increase over time.

However, t he trends which emerge are not

exactly dup l icated. In Kerryn's mother's

speech, Heu ristic utte rances are used far less than

Conat i ve one s o Also this mother's Heuristic and

Re c ipro ca l utterance s tend to hang togethe r more

and t he r e duct i on in Conative ut te ran ce usage is

not a s marked, as inOliver's mother's speech. Thus

althoug h a s ign if i cant decrease -in the use of

Conat i ve utterances occurs i n Kerryn's mother's

s pee ch, i t i s still t he mos t prevalent fun ct i on .

By contrast , t here i s a rather sharp decrease in 

Ol iver 's mothe r's use of Conative speech, whi ch

comes t o equa~her Heuristic speech.

I n Sa r ah' s mot her' s s pe ech , none . of the

funct ions change s ignificant ly over the 42 weeks of
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filming. The Conative function remains the dominant

function with ID change over time. Perhaps fl uct.u-

ations which occur in this mother's speech tend to

reduce the significance of possible changes. There

is some similarity here to Kerryn's mother in the

hanging together of Heuristic and Reciprocal utter

ances. The function of Julie'smother's speech to

her child soon after her birth is similar to that of

Oliver's and Kerryn's mothers' speech. The analysis

of functional speech during this early period of inter

action was performed as if the infant comprehended the

speech. This was necessary as it reflected the

mode of the mothers' speech. Without this viewpoint,

messages in speech cannot be determined. Julie' s

mother decreases her use of Conative utterances over

time. However, a marked increase in such utterances

is anticipated at the time when the mother recognises

understanding in her child. Unfortunately this has not

been followed up due to insufficient data. This

mother's Heuristic utterances show an increase over time,

suggesting that increasing information about the world

is being provided .

Julie's mother differs from the rest of the

other mothers in her Reciprocal Speech. Earlier utter-

ances are mainly a direct response "t o noises or actions

from her child and are not found in older children's

mothers. This tendency decreased sharply in time. The

Reciprocal function on ly re-emerges once the older child
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is capable of an active interaction with its mother.

Then mothers respond to their infant's communications

during joint activities.

This data analysis follows Snow"s (1975)

analysis of the communicative exchange fairly well.

Here Snow registers dissatisfaction ' wi th the view

that adults monitor their speech to maintain an optimal

responsiveness from their children and stresses that

this is not a complete explanation ' of what occurs.

For example, the many questions addressed to very

young infants are not explained by this view. Snow

goes on to suggest that if linguistic cues from the

infant were all-important, then speech from adults to

infants would only occur at 12 - 14 months of age, the

age when linguistic cues emerge from children. However,

as Snow points out, mothers modify ' their speech at about

the child's seventh month of life. He're, striking

changes occur in what is being talked about. For

example, a decreasing reference to the child is made

and an · increasing reference to the world. This

point has been supported in the present study. Reciprocal

utterances to Julie'sbehaviour sharply decrease whereas

Heuristic utterances about the world increase. However,

this occurs long before Snow's suggested seven months

(28 weeks), namely at 18 weeks.

Snow's (1975) description of what mothers talk

about at this period is interesting :
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'The mothers were clearly attuning their

speech to their children's growing interest in

objects and activities outside themselves and their

need for information about those objects and

activities.' ' (Pg . 7 ) .

This is the case in the speech" of the mothers

of the two older children. Here,as suggested by

the increase of the Heuristic function, more , infor

mation about the world is given to the child. Also,

the reciprocal speech which does occur relates mainly

to actions and objects.

For Snow, the most . important change which

emerges between a mother and her child is the

'conversational 'turn-taking which emerges. In a

similar way to Newson and Newson's (1975) analysis

of the original of reciprocity, Snow (1975) suggests

that:

'the interaction between these mothers and '

babies can best be described as conversational in

nature and that the changes in the maternal speech

results from the development of the baby's ability

to take her turn in the conversation.' (Pg.7).

This 'outline ' o f . conversational interaction

between mothers and inf~ts is presented later.

4.3.3. A Description of the messages mothers send

to infants.

The task of this analysis was to describe each

utterance from the mother in terms of the 24 Glosses
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Each

function is examined separately to see what messages

emerge from the mother to her child and whether these

messages change overtime.

In this section each mother will be discussed

separately and then the mothers will be compared.

Each mother's speech was firstly rated in terms of the

24 message descriptions. This count was then,con~

verted i n t o a ratio of all the messages in the session.

The, ratios were then examined to see which occurred

ove r t i me .

4.3.3.1 . . Oliver's Mother.

4 .3.3.1.1. Conative speech.

01iver's mother's Conative speech yielded messages as

follows .

Rank Order Number and Description of Gloss.

1. (24) Requesting information e.g., 'What

2.

3 .

have you. got'

(1 1) Command to act. e.g. ,' Put it

on your head' and

( 10) Requesting an action e.g . 'Look, try

and put this one back. '

These occurred throughout this mother's speech.

4.

5.

(19) Demanding attention

(7) Comment on an object

car?'

(8) Locating an object

e.g. 'Oliver.'

e.g. 'See the motor

e.g. Exarnple as

for (7) but with a ~int from

mother.
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(14) Instructing how to act e.g. 'It's this one

first' .

6 . (18) Comment on own action e.g. 'I'll hold it

now try and put it on. '

7 . (1) Requesting an , object e . g. 'Can I have

the hammer please?'

(3) Offering an object

one.

e.g. 'Here's another

8.

se ldom.

(4) Accepting an offered e.g. 'Can I have it?'

object . (on beinggiven object by the

ch i l d) .

From Rank 6 above, the messages listed occur

Note i n the tables of Glosses, some , glosses occur in the

same Rank Order.

I t should be noted a lso that multiple glosses

do occur . Therefore 'the ratio of glosses, on which this

discussion i s b ased , was ca lculated us ing the total

numbe r of utte rances she used.

4.3.3 e l .2 . Heu r is t ic Speech.

Rank Number and Descript ion of Gloss.
, 0 'r 'de'r' . '

1. (7 ) Comment on object. e .g. 'It's a

lovely one' and

2 • (6) Label l ing an object

dog' .

e. g. 'That's a

These occur throughout this mother's speech .

Other messages which occur less often are:
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Rank Order Number and Description of Gloss.

3 .

4.

(18) Comment on own action;

(8) Lo cat ing an object;

( 14) Instructing how to act;

(24) Requesting information; ,

5 . ( 4) Accepting an offered object;

(1 0 ) Requesting an action;

(1 5 ) Demonstrating an action;

(1 6) Scaffolding;

(17 ) Comment on partner's action.

Here from 4 f the messages listed are rare .

4.3 .3. 1 .3 . Reciprocal Speech.

Fin a lly, i n this mother's Reciprocal -speech

Rank Order- - NtlinheY -an d ne-s'cription- -o f Glos s •

L (1 7) Comment on partner's action e.g. 'That's

2.

right'

(20) Expressing approval

and

occur t h rou g h o ut .

Othe r messages were:

Rank Orde-r - Numbe r 'an d nescript ibn-of Glo'ss.

3.

4 .

5 .

6.

7.

(2 4) Reques ting in fo rma t i on;

( 7) Comment on an object;

(4) Ac cept i ng an offered object;

(1 4) In s t r ucti n g how to act;

(2 1 ) Expressing dis approval;

( 6 ) Lab e ll ing an object;

(10) Requesting an act i on ;

(1 1 ) Corrrrnand to Act;

( 23 ) Ini tiating an act ion.
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As in Conative messages, here from 5, the

messages listed are rare.

In this mother's messages, Requesting infor~

mation, Command to act; Commenting on and Labelling

objects and Demanding attention most frequently occur.

However, her messages cover a large variety with

usually fourteen different types per session.

4.3.3.2 . Kerryn's Mother.

4.3 .3.2. 1. Conative Speech.

In Kerryn 's mother's speech, for Conative

utterances, the following messages occur through her

speech: (11) Command to act; (24) Requesting infor

mation (second in rank) .

, 'Rahk' Orde'r' , Numb'e'r' 'and De's'c'r 'i p't i 'oh of Gloss.

3 ..

4.

5.

(16) Requesting an action;

(19) Demanding attention;

(1) Requesting an object;

whi ch all occur fairly regularly, followed by

Rank Order Number and Description of Gloss.

6 .. ( 8) Locating an object;

7. (3) Offering an object;

8. ( 7) Commenting on an object;

9 (18) Commenting on own action.

10. (4) and (5) Refusing an object; (14) ; (15) ;

(21); and (22) Expressing synpathy.

which seldom occur.
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4.3.3.2.2. Heuristic Speech.

In Kerryn's mother's Heuristic speech, the

following messages occur: (7) Comment on object

(Rank 1) throughout the sessions ,except Session 1

where no Heuristic utterances occur; this is

followed by (6) Labelling an object (Rank 2). Other

messages were:

Rank Order Number and Description of Gloss.

3 . ( 8) Locating an object;

4 . (18) Comment on own action;

5. (14) Instructing how to act; with

6. (15 ) and (17) ;

7 . (24) ;

8 . (11) and (16) (occurring seldom from Rank 6) .

4 .3.3.2 .3. Reciprocal Speech.

To conclude . Kerryn "s mother's speech description,

her Reciprocal utterances hielded the following messages

throughout the sessions: (17) Comment on Partner's

action ( Rank 1). This was followed by:

Rank Order Number and Description of Gloss.

with

and(5) and (22);

(20 ) Expressing approval;

(4) Accepting an offered object;

(24) Requesting information;

(1); (11) and (23) occurring rarely.

As in Oliver's mother's speech, Command to act,

Requesting information, Commenting on and labelling

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

objects are the most . fr~quent messages used.
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. 4~3.3.3. Sarah's Mother.

4 .3.3 .3 .1. Conative Speech . '

Sarah's mother's Conative speech contained

the following messages ' (11) Command to act occurred

with greatest prevalence in Rank 1, followed by (24) '

Requesting information (Rank 2) and (19) Demanding

attention (Rank 3). All three occur throughout this

mother's speech.

In Rank 4, (10) Requesting an action,

followed by Rank 5 (3) Offering an object are fairly '

constant in this sample. (7) Comment on an object

and (1) Requesting an Obj ect (both Rank 6) occur

fa irly frequently . These are followed by : (14)

and ( 18) i (8) and (17); (4); (6) and (21) i (15) and

(2 2 ) all at Rank 7, and occurring rarely.

4.3.3.3.2. Heuristic Speech.

In this mother's Heuristic speech (6)

Labelling an object (Rank 1) and secondly (7) Comment

on an object (Rank 2) occur throughout.

Rank 3, (2 4 ) Requesting informat ion, followed

by (1 7 ) Comment on Partner's action (Rank 4) occurred

fairly regularly. (1 1) Command to act and (18)

Comment on own action (both Rank 5) occur in half the

sessions followed by: (19) and (22) i (8); (4) and (10)

(al l at Rank 6) .
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4.3.3.3.3 . Reciprocal Speech.

In Sarah's mother's Reciprocating utterances,

the most common message is (17) Comment on Partner's

action, which occurs throughout her speech. (24)

Requesting information occurs at Rank 2 with some

regularity. These are followed by (11) Command to

act (Rank 3) and (23) Imitating an action (Rank 4)

and (20) Expressing approval (Rank 5) with: (7) and

(2 1); ( 1 9) i (10) i (6) and (18) (all at Rank 6)

occurring seldom.

Once more, (11) Command to act and (24)

Requesting information plus Commenting on and labelling

objects, form the most frequent messages used. Hereto

a large range is found, of about 15 different messages

in each session.

4.3.3 .4 . Julie's Mother .

The messages in Ju1ie's mother's speech are now

presented. Afterwards, a combined table will present

the Rank Order of messages from all mothers.

4.3.3.4.1. Conative Speech.

In this mother's Conative speech (11) Command

to Act and (24 ) Requesting information both occur at

Rank 1 throughout the sample. Rank 2 (19) Demanding

attention, which also occurs in all the sessions and at

Rank 3 is Gloss (10) Requesting an action. These are

followed by: (3) i (4) and (7) and (17) and (22) all

at Rank 5 and occurring seldom.
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403.3.4.2. Heuristic Speech.

In her Heuristic utterances (17) Comment on

Partner's action occurs in Rank 1. (18) Comment

on own action is at Rank 2 and occurs in nearly all

the sessions. At Rank 3, both (7) Comment on an

Object, (24) Requesting information and (6)

Labelling an object appear with:

(8) ; (14) and (22) ; (4) and (10) and (15)

and (1 6) (all at Rank 4) occurring seldom.

403 03.4.3. Reciprocal Speech.

In her Reciprocal Speech, Julie's mother uses

(1 7) Comment on Partner i s act ion (Ran k 1) throughout

the sessions. This is followed by (24) Requesting

information. At Rank 3 both . (20) Expressing approval

and (22) Expressing sympathy cccur , These in turn

are followed at Rank 4 by (11) ; (18) ; (21) which occur

rarely.

4.3.3.5. The Sample . .

Differences between the mothers will now be

presented in a summary of apparent trends.

In Conative utterances, all mothers send

the following messages to their children : (11) Commands

to act; (2 3 ) Request ing information; (19) Demanding

attention and ( 10) ' Requesting an Action. Kerryn' s

mother request s objects and Sarah's mother verbally

offers objects more frequently than the other mothers .

It is important to note that Oliver's and Kerryn's

mothers decrease their usage of this type of speech over
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time, whereas the other two mothers show little such

change.

In their Heuristic utterances, mothers'

messages are as follows: (7) Comment on object and (6)

Labelling an object are most common. Questions and

locating objects also occur fairly frequently. Ju1ie's

mother differs from the other mothers, in predominantly

commenting on her ch i l d ' s action (17). This is also

eviden t to some degree in Sarah' smother's speech. At

an earlier stage in the child 's development, mothers

seem to focus more on their child's behaviour and at

times, each movement it makes. In speech to older

children, on the other hand, an increased focus on

objects is evident. This f its Snow's (1975) idea

that the mother focusses more on her child early in

development. Objects about the child only form a focus

of attention as the child grows older.

In their Reciprocal speech, al l the mothers

comment on their child's actions (17) most frequently

and also often ask questions. Expressing approval

and accepting offered objects also occurs. However, it

is i mp o r t an t to note the comparitive lack of Reciprocal

speech from mothers. This is probably due to the mothers

simply responding to their children without necessarily

verbalising these responses. The Reciprocal speech which

does occur, changes little over time.

The folloWing table presents the speech to

children from each mother in different functions.
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TABLE 2 9

A Summary of the Occurren ce of Different Messages i n

All Mothers· Speech to 'their i n f an t s.

N.B . Funct ions are separate.

Constant frequent moderate

Con at ive

OLlVE R 24 ; 11 ; 10 19 (7 ; 8; 14)

KERRYN 1 1 ; 24; 10 ; 19 ; 1 8 ; 7 ; 3 ;

SARAH 11; 2 4; 19 ; 10 ; 3 7; 1

JULIE 11 & 24; 19 ; 10

Heuris t i c

OLlVE R 7; 6 ; 1 8 ;

SARAH 7 ; 6 ; 8 ; 18; 14

SARAH 6 ; 7; 24; 17; (11 ; 18)

JULI E 1 7 ; 1 8 ; 7 ; 24; 6 ;

Reciproca l

OLlVER 17 ; 20; 24; 7;

KERRYN 17; 4; 24; 20

SARAH 17 ; 24; 11; 23; 20

JULI E 17; 24; (20 ; 22 )

Note : Bracke ts ( ) i n d i c at e an equal rate of occurrence for

the message numbe rs within them .

The lack o f var i at ion in t h e mes sages used through

out the samp le i s i nteresting i e., t he typ e o f mess age

mothers send t o t he i r chil dren i s fa i rly constant despite

age d ifferences i n t h e ch i ldren. The on ly exception is in

Jul ie·s mother whose spee ch i s main l y concerned with t h e

child and its behaviour .
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4.3.4. Comments on Objects and Request for Actions.

Another two features of mothers' speech

examined were (i) the variation of objects which

mothers commented on and (ii) the variety of actions

which children were asked to perform over time. Here

only different objects were counted, although several

references to an object may be made in any session.

(i) Using a content analysis of mothers'

speech during each 10 minute session, it was seen that

object references are almost lacking in Julie's mother's

speech. As expected, this mother did not discuss

objects as she felt that her child did not yet under-

stand her. The first object this mother referred to

pin (at two weeks) is mentioned while the mother talked

to herself. Labelling objects was scarcely observed.

Only single occurrences of : light : (at 4 weeks) ; bath

and panty-hose (at 10 weeks) and nappy (at 16 weeks)

occurred. Also, no reference to absent objects was

made. Instead, the mother made numerous references

to the child's body e.g., thumb, head and hand (in week

one) legs (in week two) face (in week three). Pet

names e.g., pig (in .week 1) and worm and tick (in week

8) were a lso noted. Only at about Julie's 18th week

are objects referred to by name e.g., doll and later on,

hat, chicken and dog as well as the child's mouth

and teeth. This brief variety of references was unique

to this mother.

Sarah's mother made comments on objects to her
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child at 23 weeks e.g., teddy, lights, doll and dog. The

frequency o£ object reference in . this mother's speech in-

creases as follows. 5 object references per session

occurred until the child's ' 42 week. .After this time, '

about 8 objects per session were commented on and by the

end of filming (at 65 weeks) 12 different objects are

referred to. However, references to the child or its

body were not made.

Kerryn's mother referred ~o three objects per

session until her child was 60 weeks old. After this,

an average of five different objects of reference occurred

until the end of filming (at 104 weeks).

Oliver's mother's speech to him at 69 weeks is

similar in object reference to Sarah'smother's speech

to Sarah at 65 weeks. About 9 objects are commented on

throughout the filming. This reached a maximum. of 16

different objects per session at the end of filming (at

93 weeks).

Hence a fairly large variety of objects are

commented on, or referred to, by the mothers. This

variety expands in . the speech of mothers of older

children and is probably a response to their child's

growing awareness of the world and linguistic awareness.

ii) Examining the mothers' instructions to

act yields a similar increase in variety over time as their

object references. Julie's mother does not request actions

from her child. Sarah's mother only asks her child to

perform actions at 42 weeks of age . After this, Sarah's
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mother gives on average seven instructions per session

to her child. This peaks at 65 weeks when 11

instructions per session are given. Kerryn's mother

gives an average of five instructions per session to

her child with slightly more (6) after 77 weeks.

Oliver's mother's speech at the beginning of filming

(69 weeks) is similar to Sarah's mother's at the end

of her tapes (65 weeks). Oliver's mother gives

eight instructions on average with a peak of 11 at

86 weeks.

Shared commands to infants for actions by the

three mothers were: give; come; look; put; throw; pull;

say; kick; show; fetch and build. Two of the mothers

gave go; clap hands; turn; play and pick up.

It appears therefore that comments on objects

and instructions to act are only given to children at

about 42 weeks (10 months). These maintain a fairly

steady level, tending to reach about one a minute as

the child grows. However, situational and mood

factors whichfue mother detects in her child are also

important, accounting for much of the variation between

sessions.

4.3.5. 'Conversational' trends in Mothers' speech.

The final section to this discussion will focus

on the 'conversational' analysis used by Moerk (1972

and 1974) and by Snow (1975 and 1976). This is a useful

approach and may help overcome some of the difficulties

of analysis.
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Snow (1975) outlines the progression of

mother-child interaction in terms of turn-taking

behaviour. Examples will be from the corpus of

speech used in this study which match Snow's outline.

Snow's aim is to illustrate that modifications in

speech are to be seen in terms of the nature of the

interaction which a mother shares with her child.

The outline is as follows:

At three months(i. e. 12 weeks) mothers use

speech in their conversations with infants. The

infants however, use smiles, babble, burps etc. As

Snow points out:

'any of these baby-unit types (turn taking)

seemed to function as the first half of an adjacency

pair, in that mothers never failed to respond to them'.

(Snow (1975) pg. 9)

Examples from Julie's mother's speech are:

Mother Julie

(Cries)

No you don't

I'm so sorry for you.

(wakes)

Hello my baba

Did you wake up?

However, with cries, as Snow points out,

turn taking is not usually evident. It seems at

12 weeks that the mother is framing the "ch i l d ' s

sounds, etc., into a turn taking sequence.
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At seven months (28 weeks) here the child's

turn taking or response eliciting behaviour had to

be 'high quality' (Snow's term) before the mother

will react. However, children are still very poor

at turn taking and are primarily shaped into such a

role by mothers.

Examples from Sarah's mother's speech are:

Mother

Are you getting cross?

You getting cross?

(repeats sound several times)

Sarah

(cries sharply)

Sarah's actions are also important here:

(stands)

Oh, you are a big girl.

At .twelve months (48 weeks ) babies respond more

reliably to their mother's speech and initiate more by

their own activities. Mothers now expand babbles

rather than simply imitating them.

Examples from Sarah's mother again, are:

Mother_.-

Dolly hmrnrn?

Duck

duck.

Sarah

dd d\ \

kd
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Otherwise much of mothers' speech still

responds to the child's behaviour e.g. 'Don't run or

you'll fall' 'Are you trying to drink something?' or

is involved in trying to get the child to perform an

action or play a game.

At 18 months (72 weeks) the child takes

turns by using words. Here as Snow points out,

the mother expects the child to take turns and also

to respond appropriately correcting the child if

necessary.

Examples from Kerryn's mother (at 84 weeks) .

Mother Child

da

Hair

ka

No hair

Who's that?

d (1\\

That's not mummy.

and fromOliver's -mo t h e r :

Mother Child

Little one

Hey (tickles o. )

cl ~ (harsh)

Sorry.
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and at 93 weeks:

Mother

What does the cat do?

Chi'ld

yes.

However, actions from the child are still

important to the mother for determining an approp-

riate response.

(at 80 weeks).

' Mo t h e r

An example from Oliver's mother

Child

Where's the teddy bear?

That's right.

"
~ (with a point)

stage.

Turn taking is fairly well developed at this

Although it is most clearly seen in book

sequences, joint play has also ' b e en established at this

point. Turn taking skills seem most important to the

process of language acquisition.

that this process occurs as:

Snow (1975) feels

'mothers had from 't h e beginning a strong con-

ception of their babies as social beings with needs,

intentions and interest .in ' human adults ", (pq., 21) •

This statement issuccint in noting the influ-

ence of theories of social interaction, intentional

behaviour and the need to communicate which were · out-

lined in the Literature Review.

Snow (1976) follows her hypothesis up by

analysing Mothers' conversations with their unskilled
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partners. It is suggested here that adults match

their speech to what their child intends to say, thus

providing the child with a linguistic realization of

its intentions.

Snow's (1976) conclusion on the function of

questions in mothers' speech are that 'they:

'establish joint attention -and ..... confirm

that experiences are being shared.' and that:

'By asking questions ,mothers ' create situa

tions within which their children can function as

effective and informative conversational partners. '

(Snow (1976) pg.23).

Questions seem to be most frequently used to

create such communicative contexts. This is probably

the reason for their frequent occurrence in mothers'

speech. There are employed in a number of ways to

structure conversations as may be seen in some of the

samples above.

Moerk (1972) analysing older children's inter

actions with their mothers presents a number of other

devices which mothers use e.g., correcting and expanding

the child's speech. Moerk (1972) suggests that:

'the repetition of the same situation and the

accompanying phrases could provide an Lde aL ground for

language learning of the child.' (pg.235).

In his 1974 paper, Moerk suggests that a com

bination of cognitive development in the child and the

total situation forms the conversations which emerge.
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Encoding is seen as most important and develops in the

following way. First the mother encodes objects

in the environment, then she prods the child with

leading questions to encode e. g . 'That 's a duck, what's

that?' Finally the child encodes spontaneously.

Another point which ' 'Mo e r k makes and which is

evident in mothers' speech is that:

'in a situation of close 'physical proximity

and nearly . continuous ' in teraction, 'verbal behaviour

can often approach a monologue form. As either

partner is fully aware of the other's presence .....

The adult ..... consequently does know q ui t e we.ll what

the child is about to do.' (Moerk (1972) pg.250-251).

Added to this, one should note that the adult

expects the same from the child. This maybe seen in

the prolonged use of 'this'; 'that thing' etc., in

mother's speech. Contrary to expectation, nouns

are not often used to name objects. That is, during

play or joint activity the mother seldom refers to

objects being manipulated by name.

4 .3.6. Conclusion.

In this Part, data has been presented which

suggests that mothers' speech (to older children) changes

in its basic function. The most prominent Conative

messages to infants are Command to Act and Requests for

Information from the child. However, in the older

children's mothers' speech these decrease in importance

over time. Comments on objects ' and labelling of
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS OF THIS STUDY

In the first part of this study, the hypo-

thesis that mothers' speech to infants is both simple

and redundant, was upheld. This speech is charac-

terised by short utterances; a limited vocabulary,

few verbs or modifiers per utterance and few noun

or verb phrases per utterance, ' a s well as a high

frequency of one word utterances and repetitions.

It was , also found that -the speech of mothers

to older children appears more complex than that to

younger children. The speech to a child of about a

year appeared the most simple, which follows Phillips'

(1973) 'floor' hypothesis.

On , examining the trends "which emerge in

mothers' speech in the second part of this study, the

idea that mothers adjust their speech according to

their child's needs was not upheld. Few changes

were observed in each mother's speech over time. Only

Sarah's mother proves the exception. As the data on

Sarah's mother covers Sarah's first birthday, once

more support for Phillips' (1973J 'floor' hypothesis

is suggested.

However, the overall lack of change in the

other mothers' speech contradicts earlier work.

here.

It is important to see what is being examined

'Complexity' of speech, which syntactic

measures claim to examine, lacks reference to the child's
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cognitive system. There is no indication that degrees

of complexity are being measured at all. As Syntactic

measures only give a crude indication of speech, con

clusions based on such measures should be viewed with

some caution.

The view that a child acquires language from

a complex sample of speech by using an' innate'

ability is an ' insufficient account of the process of

language acquisition. Thus the role of mothers'

speech, other than supplying a simple language frame

work to children, has yet to be examined. Therefore

the final part of this study analysed mothers' speech

as part of an interacting communicative sequence. This

was done by analysing (a) the intended effect of a

mother's utterance on her child and (b) the content · of

the messages which she sent to her child.

It was found that mothers, in their speech,

were mainly concerned with eliciting a . response from

their child. In the mother's speed) to the two

older children however, this aim decreased with time.

In these two mothers Commands to Act; Request for

information and Demands for the Child's attention de

creased in their frequency of use as Comments on

Object or Labelling Objects became more frequent in

the mothers' speech. The mother of the youngest

child, Julie ,was the only mother to show a marked de-

crease in Reciprocal speech. This mother's early

speech focussed most often on her child's action. This
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Reciprocal function occurs in mothers 'speech when the

older child began to interact with its mother during

joint play. It is important ' t.o rn otre : that t.he vs ame

messages took precedence throughout the sample of speech

used and followed similar rank orders ' i n the frequency

of their use in al l four mothers' speech. There is

some variation in Julie's mother's ·s pee ch . Added

to this data is t he observation that the 'variety .of

objects which the mother comments on and the range of

actions she requests from her child are as follows.

Few objects or actions are verbalized until the child is

42 weeks ' old. After this ', messages are . fairly varied

with app rox i mat e l y one 'different object and "action being

commented 'on by the mother per minute of interaction.

It was also found that although Commands to act decrease

in mothers' speech to older children, the variety of

actions which mothers request increases. Comments

and labelling of objects on the other hand, increase,

as do the variety of. objects being ' noted.

This description of messages supports ' Snow's

(1975 ) idea that the mother changes 'her speech in terms

of con t ent ., to take her child's interest and needs

for information into account. It also follows Piaget's

(1970)' outline of the development of representation and

symbol ism in the child, which i s vital to the development .

of language .

Sn ow' s (1975) Conversational trend analysis

has been briefly presented as an illustration of a

further method of anlysing Mother-Child verbal interaction.
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Although useful, this method still has to be fully

formulated.

To date a fairly accurate description of

mothers' speech has been achieved in terms of quan-

titative measures. However, these measures fail

in artificially removing utterances from their con

text. Hence, a more complete description of the

intention and message content of mothers' speech has

been included into this study. This analysis, used

within a Conversational approach, seems to be the most

useful course at present.

It is also noted that a clearer understanding

of the child's cognitive processes is necessary,

before an accurate description of language acquisition

is possible.

5.1. SUMMARY . .OF CONCLUSIONS.

Within the scope of the measures of speech

used in this study, the following major conclusions

emerge:

1) 'Mothers' speech to infants' as a blanket term does

not seem valid, for each mother uses a different style

of speech when addressing her infant. Broad labels of

simple and redundant may be attached to speech add

ressed to infants, only when such speech is grossly

compared to adult-adult speech.
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2) Within the time span used (up to 56 weeks of

age in this study) mothers do not significantly make

syntactic changes in their speech, to suit their

growing child's needs. However, the message

content of their speech does change so that the

speech style adopted by mothers is enriched by a

large variety of messages sent to infants. It

is the variety of message sent from mothers which,

in expanding, seems to take the child's needs into

account.

3) Work needs to continue to develop a method of

analysis which gives the most precise description

of speech for comparitive purposes. Ideally this

would combine both the syntacttc and the semantic

aspects of speech, as well as all contextual clues.
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APPENDIX

Data is presented here for the-mothers of

Oliver, Kerryn, Sarah and Julie as follows.

ia) Number of utterances by Mother in 10 minute
VTR -seas ion;

ip) Number of words used and number of different
words;

ii) Mean Length of Mother's utterance

(a) Using all utterances;
(b) Using only 2 word or longer utterances;

iii) Range in Length in Mother's utterances;

iv) Repetitions in Mother's speech;

v) Type Token Ratio;

vi) One word Utterances;

viia) Verb usage in Mother's speech;

viib) Verb phrase usage in Mother's speech;

viic) Modifier usage in Mother's speech;

viid) Noun phrase usage in Mother's speech.

followed by Functional Analysis of Mothers' speech

Data for Oliver, Kerryn,Sarah and Julie Tapes.

Finally, the Gloss Analysis ofOliver, Kerryn,

Sarah and Julie's mothers' speech is presented with

Conative, Heuristic and Reciprocal utterances shown

separately.



OLIVER TAPES':

ia) Number of utterances by Mother in 10 minuteVTR Session:

Tape No. lA 1B 1C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B Total Average

Child's 69 71 73 75 77 80 81 83 86 88 93
age (wks)

Utter- 76 51 30 36 48 67 55 121 137 72 114 807 73,36
ances

ib) Number of words used by Mother in each 10 minute VTR Session and Number of Different Words.

Tape No. lA 1B 1C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B Total Average

Child's
age (wks .) .6 9 71 73 75 77 80 81 83 86 88 93 3 128 284,36

Words 284 182 119 136 190 284 209 413 542 277 492

Different
words 110 89 66 70 75 113 98 136 162 III 169

ii) Mean Length of Mother's utterance in each 10 minute VTR Session:

a) Using All utterances:

Tape No. lA 1B 1C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B Total Average

Child's
69 71 73 75 77 80 8L 83 86 88 93age (wks)

MLU 3,74 3,57 3,97 3,78 3,96 4,24 3,8 3,41 3,96 3,85 4,32 42,60 . 3,87

b) Using only 2 word or longer utterances:

Tape No. .1A 1B 1C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B Total Average I-J
U1

Child's I-J

age (wks) 69 71 73 75 77 80 81 83 86 88 93

MLU: 4,06 3,91 4,:42 4,85 4,46 4,68 4,14 3,37 4,12 4,31 4,6 46,92 4,27

iii) / ..



OLTVER TAPES' '('ca n't 'd r "

iii) Range in Length in Mother's utterances (Maximum lengths in each session) :

Tape No. lA lB lC 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B Total Average

Child's 69 71 73 75 77 80 81 83 86 88 93age (wks)
Max. length
words 11 12 9 10 12 15 10 10 14 11 18 132 12

iv) Number and Ratio of Total and Partial Repetitions to all speech , in each session:

Tape No. lA lB lC 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B _Total Average

Child's
69 71 73 75 77 80 81 83 86 88 93age (wks)

Total 13 4 3 4 4 10 7 18 28 11 13

Ratio ,17 ,08 ,1 ,11 ,08 ,15 ,13 ,15 ,20 ,15 ,11 1,43 ,13

v) Ratio of different words to all words . (Type Token).
Tape No. lA 1B 1C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B Total Average

Child's
69 71 73 75 77 80 81 83 86 88 93age (wks)

T. T. R. ,39 ,49 ' ,55 ,51 ,39 ,40 ,47 ,33 . ,30 ,40 6 3 4 4 657 ,42

vi) Number and Ratio of ' 1 word utterances to all utterances used by Mother in each session •

Tape No. lA 1B 1C .2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C · 4A 4B .Tota1 Average

Child's
69 71 73 75 77 80 81 83 86 88 93age (wks)

I-'
U1
N

Total 8 6 4 10 7 8 6 6 7 10 9

Ratio ,11 ,12 ,13 ,28 . ,IS ,12 ,09 ,05 ,05 ,14 ,08 1 632 ,12

viia) / ••
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Tot al ll.verage4B

88 93

72 113

4A

Ve r bs and Ra t i o to a ll ut t erances.

86

3C

164

83

11 5

81

62

80

82

77

5841

75

30

7371

56

69

90

OL I tTER TAPES (c On t d)

viia) Verb us age i n Mothe r ' s Spee ch Ana l ys i s : Numbe r of

Tape No . l A I B l C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B

Chi ld's
age (wks )

Verbs *
Rat io 1,18 1 , 10 1,00 1 ,14 1 , 21 1 , 22 1,13 , 95 1 , 20 1,00 lf1 7 12 , 30 1,12

* includes verbs, a uxi l l iar ies an d verb / word combin ation s.

v i ib ) Verb phr ase us age i n Mot h e r's s peech: Numbe r o f phr ases and Rat i o t o 2 word or l onge r
utterances .

Tape No ,

Child's
age (wks)

Numbe r

Rat io

l A

69

53

,78

IB l C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B

71 73 75 77 80 81 83 86 88 9 3

36 2 3 2 5 29 55 38 83 110 54 85

,80 ,88 , 96 ,71 , 9 3 ,7 8 , 72 ,8 5 , 87 , 81

Total

9,09

Ave rage

, 83

AverageTotal4B

64

9 388

4A

29

3C

86

42

3B

83

58

Number o f Modifiers and Rat io t o all utterances.

81

20

80

31

77

23

75

17

73

12

71

30

69

23Modifiers *

v i i c ) Modifier us age i n Mother 's Spe e ch Analysis

Tape No. lA 1B lC 2A 2B 2C 3A

Child's
age (wks)

,29 ,38 ,58 ,46 ,54 , 76 ,56 ,76 ,65 ,64

Rat io ,30 ,59 · , 40 ,47 ,48 ,46

* includes adjectives and adverbs.

viid) Noun phrase us age in Mother's speech number of phrases and Rat io to 2 wo r d or l on ger utter an ces

3A 3B 3C 4A 4B Total Average

, 36 ,48 ,31 ,40 ,56

I--'
U1
LV

,55

,44

6,06

4,81

93

67

88

40

86

99

83

64

81

37

80

32

2C2B

77

19

2A

75

15

lC

73

10

IB

71

1 3

lA

69

30

,44

rape No .

:::hild's
3.ge (wks )
~umber

Rat. Lo



KERRYN TAPES:

ia ) Numbe r of u t terances b y Mothe r i n 10 Minute VTR Se s sion :

Tape No. 2A 3B 3C 4A 4C SA 5B se 6A GB GC 7A 7B 8A 8B · 8C 9A l OB Tot. Av

Child's
age (wk s ) 48 56 58 62 66 69 71 73 75 77 79 84 86 89 91 94 98 104

utter- 42 47 64 58 33 45 29 46 28 39 4 5 48 47 30 64 50 70 3 4 819 45,5
ances

i b) Number words us e d b y Mother i n each 10 m.VTR Ses s i on and No . of Di f fe r ent Word s . Tot Av.

Tape No . 2A 3B 3C 4A 4C SA 5B 5e 6A GB GC 7A 7B 8A 8B 8C 9A l OB

Chi ld's
age (wks) 4 8 56 58 62 66 69 71 73 75 77 79 84 86 89 91 94 98 104

Words 86 1 69 191 170 9 3 123 80 132 79 8 4 112 1 82 1 4 8 77 1 8 8 12 4 1 2 5 12 81Diffe rent
Words 30 49 5 3 63 45 48 3 4 50 36 33 58 76 69 45 77 59 59 57 (2 ,2 9 1 12 7 ;J i

ii) Mean Length o f Mother's utteran ce i n e ach 10 min ute VTR Se ssion : Tot. Av.

a ) Us ing a l l utte ran ces .
Tape No . 2A 3B 3C 4A 4C 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C 7A 7B 8A 8B 8C 9A l OB

Child's 48 5 6 58 62 66 91 94 98 104
age (wk s) 69 71 73 75 77 79 84 86 89

MLU 2, 0 5 3,60 2,98 2 , 93 2 , 8 2, 73 2,76 2,87 2,82 2, 15 2,4 9 3, 793 ,15 2,5 7 2,94 2 , 4 8 1 ,79 3 , 76 50,66 2' ~i

b ) Using only those utterances g reater than 2 words.

Tape No. 2A 3B 3C 4A 4C 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C 7A 7B 8A 8B 8C 9A l OB Tot. Av.

Child's
48 5 6 58 62 91 94 98 104

age (wk s ) 66 69 71 7 3 7 5 7 7 79 84 86 89

MLU 2 ,9 1 3,98 4,18 3 , 43 3,12 3 , 0 5 3,22 3,10 3,43 2,96 3 , 1 6 4,44 3 ,46 3 , 0 4 3,43 3, 1 1 2,38 4,36 60 , 76 3 , ~

iii/ • . . •
I--'
Ul
~



130 7,2

Tot. Av.

8

lOB

104

7

98

9A

8

8C

94

7

8B

91

7

89

8

86

9

84

6

79

5

77

6

75

7

73

5

71

8

69

7

66

9

62

i n Mother's utterances (MaXlmUffi lengths in each sess ion ):

3C 4A 4C SA 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C 7A 7B 8A

58

1094

KERRYN TAPES· ·Cc on t d ) :

iii ) Range in Length

Tape No. 2A 3B

Child's
age (wks) 48 56

Max.
length
words

iv) Number and Ratio of Total and Partial Repetitions to all speech i n each session.

,45 7,62 ,42

5

,15 4,28 ,24

104

lOB Tot. Av.

104

lOB Tot. Av.

98

11

9A

9A

98

,47

,16

8C

94

1 2

8C

94

,24

8B

91

11

8B

91

,16

2

89

8A

8A

89

,06

8

86

7B

86

7B

,17

6

7A

84

84

7A

,12 ·

79

6C

79

11

6C

,22

77

13

77

6B

6B

,33

75

13

75

6A

73

73

5C

146

5B

71

71

,19 ,29 ,46

: (Ty p e Token)

5B se 6A

SA

10

69

5A

69

7

4C

66

4C

66

9

4A

62

4A

62

3C

58

3C

25

58

3B

56

17

3B

56

48

2A

17

2A

Tape No.

Child's
age (wks)

All rep.
total · &
partial.

Ratio ,40 ,35 ,39 116 ,21 ,22

v) Ratio of different words to all words

Tape No.

Child's
age (wks) 48

T.T.R. ,35 ,29 ,28 ,37 ,48 ,39 ,43 138 ,46 ,39 ,52 ,42 ,47 ,58 ,41 ,48

vf)Number and Ratio of 1 word utterances to all utterances used by Mother in ·e a c h session.

,45 ,13 ,38 ,21 ,l5 ,16 121 ,11 ,25 ,41 ,31 ,19 ,13 ,23 ,20 ,30 ~43 ,18 4,43 ,25

Tape No.

Child's
age (wks)

Total

Ratio

2A

48

19

3B

56

6

3C

58

24

4A

62

12

4C

66

5

5A

69

7

5B

71

6

5e

73

5

6A

75

7

6B

77

16

6C

79

14

7A

84

9

7B

86

6

8A

89

7

8B

91

13

8C

94

15

9A lOB Tot. Av.

9B 104

30 6

I-'
U1
U1



KERRYN TAPES:

,93

Av.Tot.

Tot. Av.

3333

98 104

9B lOB

98 104

BC

39

94

94

50

8B

91

91

89

8A

21

89

27 61 46 39 40

,90 ,95 ,92,56 1,18 ' 16,66

37

86

7B

52

86

,90

36

84

7A

59

84

30

79

38

6C

79

,84 1,23

and Ratio to 2 word or longer utterances.

31

77

77

22

75

75

17

28

73

40

73

46

16

71

71

23

35

46

69

69

17

66

22

66

49

38

62

62

58

58

39

58

56

61

56

41

48

16

48

18

viia) Verb usage in Mother's Speech Analysis : Number of Verbs and Ratio to all utterances.

Tape No. 2A 3B 3C 4A 4C SA 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C 7A 7B 8A 8B 8C 9B lOB

Child's
age (wks)

Verbs *
Ratio ,43 1,30 ,91 ,84 1,10 1,02 ,79 1,00 1,00 ,79

* includes verbs, auxilliaries and verb/word combinations.

viib) Verb phrase usage in Mother's speech: Number of phrases

Tape No. 2A 3B 3C 4A 4C SA 5B 5C 6A 6B

Child's
age (wks)

Number
,93

Av.

89 91 94 98 104

8A 8B 8C 9B lOB Tot~

86

7B

84

7A6C

7977

6B

75

6A5C

7371

5BSA

6966

4C4A

62

3C

58

,98 ,83 1,00 ,92 ,70 ,98 ,81 ,96 ,97 ,92 ,90 ,91 ,98 1,1 ,83 1,18 16,67

in Mother's Speech Analysis : Number of Modifiers and Ratio to all utterances.

5648

Ratio ,70 1,00

viic) Modifier usage

Tape No. 2A 3B

Child's
age (wks)

Modifiers* 4 4 15 9 1 10 8 3 8 10 18 19 15 6 18 3 17 8

Ratio ,10 ,05) ,23 ,16 ,OS ,22 ,28 ,07 ,29 ,26 ,40 ,40 ,26,20,28 ,06 ,24 ,24 5.26 ,29

* includes adjectives and adverbs.

viid) Noun phrase usage in Mother's speech : number of phrases and Ratio to 2 word or longer utterances

7 14 27 18 9 11 10 19

,30 ,34 ,68 ,39 ,53 ,29 ,43 ,46

8 5

,38 ,22

11 18

,35 ,46

8A 8B 8C 9B lOB Tot. Av.

f-'
U1
Q),39

7 20 129 21

98 91 94 98 104

,39 ,41 ,20 ,50 ,43 7,05

12

,29

84 ' 86

7A 7B

79

6C

77

6B

75

6Ase

7371

5BSA

69

4C

66

4A

62

3C

58

3B

5648

2ATape No.

Child's
age (wks)

Number

Ratio



SARAH TAPES:

ia) Numbe r o f utterances by Mot h e r i n 10 minut e VTR Ses s i on:

Tape No . 1l>. lB l C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C SA 5B 5e 6A 6B 6C

Child's
2 3 27 29 32 35 36 40 42 44 4 5 47 49 51 55 58 60 63 65age (wk s )

Utter-
7 7 52 38 12 6 10 3 38 9 3 111 1 40 98 1 2 6 100 98 96 95 8 7 1 1 7 123ances
Total : 1 , 718 Aver a ge : 95

i b) Numbe r of words use d by Mo t her in each 10 minute VTR Session and Number of Differen t Wo r d s.

Tape No. l A l B lC 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5e 6A 6B 6C

Child's
2 3 27 29 32 35 36 40 42 44 4 7 49 51 55 53 60 63 65age (wks ) 4 5

Words 1 9 6 1 1 2 85 369 22 5 10 2 2 32 332 386 2 75 338 2 75 260 270 33 0 232 29 1 350

Total: 4,660 Aver a ge: 258,9
Different

58 47 41 8 7 57 50 68 107 10 2 85 80 93 98 77 74 100words 7 5 95

i i ) Mean Length of Mot her's ut terance i n each 10 minute VTR Se s sion : (a) Us ing all utterances
Tape No. lA lB lC 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5e 6A 6B 6C

Child's
23 2 7 29 55 53 60 6 3 65age (wks ) 32 35 36 40 42 44 45 47 49 51

MLU 2,57 2,06 2,24 2,98 2,25 2,68 2,49 2,99 2,76 2,80 2,68 2,7 5 2,65 2,81 3,4 7 2 , 6 7 2,49 2,85

Total: 48 ,19 Average: 2,68
b ) Us ing only 2 wo r d or l on ge r utterances:

I--'
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SARAH TAPES (Contd) •. .

ii ) Mean Length of Mother's utterance in e ach 10 minuteVTR Session (Contd) .

b) Us ing only 2 wo rd or l o n ger utterances:

Tape No . lA lB lC 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C

Child 's 23 27 29 32 35 36 40 42 44 45 47 49 51 55 58 60 63 65
age (wks )

MLU 3,16 2,46 3 ,1 7 3 , 68 2 ,94 2,88 3 ,14 3,80 3 , 41 3,39 3,4 7 3,3 3 3,57 3,45 4,15 3 , 34 3,68 3,58

Total: 60,58 Average: 3,37

i i i) Range in Length in Mother's Utterances (Ma x imum l e ngth s in each .s e s s i on )

Tape No . lA IB lC 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B ' 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A .. 5B ' 5C 6A 6B 6C

Child's
23 27 29 32 35 36 40 42 44 45 4 7 49 51 55 58 60 63 65

age (wks )

Max . Length
6 6 5 6 6 5 9 10 10 7 12 8 8 10 9 10 8 10

words .
Total: 14 5 Average: 8 , 1

iv) Number .and Rat io of Total and Part ial Repetitions to a l l s peech i n each sess ion

Tape No. lA IB lC 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C SA 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C

Child's 23 27 29 32 35 36 40 42 44 45 47 49 51 55 58 60 63 65
age (wks)

Total 1 8 12 8 35 18 4 30 14 46 2 8 31 24 36 23 22 25 28 28

Ratio ,23 ,23 ,21 ,28 ,17 ,11 ,32 ,13 ,33 ,29 ,25 . ,24 ,37 ,24 ; 2 3 ;29 ,24 . ,23

Total: 4,44 Average: ,25

I-'
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SARAH TAPES (Contd ) .

v ) Ratio of di fferent words to al l wo rds: (Ty p e To ken ) •

Tape No . l A I B l C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C

Ch ild ' s 23 2 7 29 32 35 3 6 40 42 44 45 4 7 49 51 55 58 60 6 3 65
age (wks )

T . T . R. ,30 ,42 , 48 ,24 , 2 5 ,4 8 ,29 , 3 3 ,2 6 , 2 7 , 2 8 ,31 , 31 ,34 , 30 , 33 ,25 ,29

Tot a l: 5 , 73 Average : ,32

vi ) Number a n d Ra t i o o f 1 word ut t e r a n c e s to a l l ut t e r ances u s ed b y Mother in each sess ion .

Tape No . l A l B l C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5e 6A 6B 6C

Child 's
23 2 7 29 32 35 3 6 40 42 44 45 4 7 49 51 55 58 60 63 65

age (wks)

To tal 21 13 1 6 33 31 4 2 8 32 38 24 40 25 35 26 20 25 52 35

Ra t io ,28 ,25 ,42 ,2 6 , 30 ;1 1 , 30 ,29 ,2 7 , 24 ,32 , 2 5 , 36 ,26 ,2 1 ,29 ,44 ,28

To tal: 5, 13 Ave r a ge : , 2 9

v i ia ) Verb usage i n Mother's Sp e ech Ana l ys i s : Numb e r o f Verbs and Ratio t o all utterances .

Tape No. lA lB l C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C SA 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C

Child 's
23 27 29 32 35 36 40 42 44 45 ' 4 7 49 51 55 58 60 63 65

age (wks)

Verbs* 56 28 23 85 56 26 80 92 130 65 89 78 53 70 89 83 82 113

Ratio ,72 ,54 ,61 ,67 ,54 ,68 ,86 ,83 ,93 ,66 ,71 ,78 ,54 ,73 ,94 ,95 ,70 ,92

Total : 1 3 , 31 Average: ,74

* includes verbs, aux i lliaries and verb/word combinations.
I-'
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SARAH TAPES (Con t d) .

v i ib ) Verb phra s e usage in Mo t her's speec h: Number o f phrases a n d Ra t io t o 2 word or longer utte r a n c e s .
Tape No . lA I B lC 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C
Child ' s
age (wks ) 23 2 7 29 32 35 36 40 42 44 45 4 7 49 51 55 58 60 63 65
Number 30 1 7 1 6 58 31 20 51 56 80 48 51 4 8 39 48 57 50 55 75
Rat io ,54 ,44 - ,73 ,62 ,43 ,59 - ,7 8 ,71 ,7 8 ,65 , 59 , 6 4 ,62 , 68 ,76 ', 81 ,85 ,85

To tal: 12 , 0 7 Average: ,6 7
v i ic) Modifier usage i n Mother's Speech Analy s i s : Number of Mod ifiers and Ratio to all utterances.
Tape No . lA 1B 1C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A -'AB 4C 5A 5B ' 5C 6A 6B 6C
Child's

23 27 29 32 35 ' 4 7 49 51 55 58 60 63 65age (wks) 36 40 42 44 45

Modifiers* 13 20 5 33 12 9 9 21 22 18 20 18 7 18 19 7 20 22
Rat io ,17 , 38 , 1 3 ,26 ,12 ,24 ,10 - , 19 , 16 ,18 , 1 6 , 18 , 0 7 ,19 ,20 ; 0 8 ,17 , 18

Tota;L : 3,16 Av e r age : ,18
* includes adjectives and adverbs . ,
viid) Noun phrase usage i n Mother's speech: number of phrases and Ratio to 2 word or l on ger utterances

- ,

Tape No . lA 1B 1C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C
Child's

23 27 29 5 8 60 63 65age (wks) 32 35 36 40 42 44 45 47 49 51 55

Number 14 8 9 23 8 12 21 23 35 29 26 24 25 27 41 18 27 38
Rat io ,25 ,21 ,41 ,25 ,11 ;35 ,32 ,29 ,-34 ,39 , 30 ,32 ' , 40 ;38 ,55 ,29 ' ,42 ,43

Total: 6,01 Average: ,33 I'-'
en
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JULIE TAPES:

ia ) Numbe r of u t te r ances by Mot he r in 10 minut e VTR Session .

Tape No . 2C 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C SA SB SC 6A 6B GC 7A Tot. Av.

Child's
1 2 3 4 6 8 10 11 1 4 1 6 1 8 22 23age (wks )

Utte r-
X2 7 X40 51 115 8 3 7 8 1 34 1 36 11 4 82 86 93 10 9 11 48 88,3ances

ib ) Numbe r of wo rds used by Mo t he r i n each 10 minute VTR Session and Numbe r of Diffe ren t wo rds

Tape No. 2 C 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C SA SB SC 6A 6B 6C 7A Tot. Av.

Chi ld's
1 2 3 4 6 8 10 1 1 1 4 1 6 1 8 22 2 3age (wks)

Wo rds X8 2 X128 13 0 319 199 20 5 38 3 392 314 1 86 21 4 30 5 305 3162 243,2

Di ffe rent
X48 X64 52 92 78 6 7 117 10 5 79 69 68 95 102words

ii ) Mean Len gth of Mother's utt erance in each 10 minute VTR Session . a ) Us ing, all utterances
Tape No . 2C 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A SB SC 6A 6B 6C 7A Total Av.
Child's
age (wks) , 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 11 1 4 1 6 1 8 22 23
MLU X3 ,09 X3 , 17 2,55 2,7 7 2,40 2,63 2,86 2 , 88 2,75 2, 2 7 2#49 3,28 2,80 35,94 2,76
b ) Us ing on ly 2 word or longer utterances:
Tape No. 2C 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C SA SB SC 6A 6B 6C 7A Total Av.
Chi ld's

1 2 4age (wks) 3 6 8 10 11 14 16 18 22 23
I-'

MLU: X3,40 X3,S9 3, 19 3,43 3,42 3,66 3,44 3,25 3, 38 3 , 36 3,29 3,62 3 , 1 3 44,16 3,40 m
I-'



JULIE TAPES :

ii i) Ran ge in Length in Mo t h e r ' s utte r ances (Max i mum l en g t h s i n .e a ch s e ss ion ):

Tape No . 2 C 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C 7A Tot . Av .

Child 's 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 11 1 4 1 6 1 8 22 23age (wks)

Max , l en g t h _
words . X8 XI I , S 11 9 8 10 7 7 6 8 10 9 9 113 8,7

i v ) Numbe r and Ra t io o f To t a l an d Partia l Re p e tition s t o all s peech in each session:

Tape No. 2C 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C 7A Tot. Av.

Ch i ld's
1 2 3 4 8 10 11 1 4 16 18 22 23age (wks) 6

Total X4,4 XIO 1 6 39 35 31 40 35 43 25 32 28 29

Ra t io X, 1 5 X,25 , 31 , 34 ,42 . ,40 , 30 ,26 ,38 , 30 ,3 7 , 30 ,27 405 ,3 1

v ) Rat i o o f di ffe rent words t o a l l wo rds : (Ty pe Token )
Tape No . 2C 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C 7A Tot . Av.

Child's
1 2 3 4 8 11 14 16 18 22 23age (wks ) 6 10

T. T . R. X ,59 X,49 ,40 ,29 , 39 ,33 ,31 , 2 7 ,25 ,37 ,32 ,31 ,33 4,65 ,36

vi ) Number and Ratio of 1 word utterances to a ll ut teran c es used by Mother i n each session.

Tape No . 2C 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C' 5A · 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C 7A Tot . Av.

Child's
1 2 3 4 6 8 10 11 14 1 6 18 22 23age (wks)

Total X4 X7 15 31 35 30 32 22 30 38 30 12 17

Ratio X,13 X, 1 7 ,29 , 27 ,42 ,38 , 24 ,16 ,26 ,46 ,35 ,13 ,16 3,42 ,26 f-'
0"1
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JULIE TAPES :

To t . Av .

2322181 6141 11086432I

v i ia) Ve rb usage in Mot her's Spee ch Ana lys is : Numbe r of Verb s an d Ra t i o to all ut te r an ces.

Tape No. 2B 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C SA 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C 7A
Child 's
age (wks)

Toto Av.

11,03 ,85

7A

23

6C

22

101 10 187

6B

18

1 , 01 1 , 0 9 , 93

16

6A

60

, 73

and Ra t io t o 2 word o r longer ut t e rances .

se

1 4

89

, 78

11 ,

113

la

10 8

8

47

6

5 7

4

10 5

3

41

2

X35

1

X2 7Verbs *

Rat io X1,00 X, 85 , 80 , 91 ,69 ,60 ,81 , 83

* i n cludes ve r bs, aux illiarie s and ve r b / wo r d c ombinations.

vi ib ) Ve rb phr as e usag e i n Mo the r's spe e ch : Number of p h rases

Tape no , 2B 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C SA 5B
Chil d ' s
age (wks)

Numbe r Xl ? X24 23 70 . 40 3 6 69 74 52 29 41 7 3 62
Rat io X, 71 X, 71 ,64 ,83

v i ic ) Modifier usage i n Mother 's
,7 5 , 68 , 65 ,62 ,66 ,73 ,90 ,6 7 9,38

Analys is : Number o f Modifie rs an d Ratio t o a l l u t te ran ces
Tape No .

Chi ld's
age (wks)

2B

1

3B

2

3C

3

4A

4

, 83

Spee ch

4B

6

4e

8

SA

10

5B

11

se

14

6A

1 6

6B

18

6e

22

7A Tot .

2 3

, 72

Av .

Modifiers* X14 X30 26 46 22 51 65 79 29 17 14 32 43

X,52 X,73 ,51 ,40 ,27 ,65 ,49 , 58 ,52 ,2 1 ,16 ,34 ', 39 5,50 ,42

adjectives and adverbs .

phrase usage in .Mother' s speech : number of "phrases and Rat io t o 2 word or l on g e r utterances

2B 3B 3C 4A 4B ac SA 5B se 6A 6B se 7A Tot . Av.

x r 17 X, 2 4 , 19

Ratio

* i n c l ude s

vi id) Noun

Tape No.

Child's
age (wks)

Number

Rat io

X4

1

X8

2 3

7

4

16

,19

6

16

,33

8

20

,42

10

20

,20

11

18

,16

14

1 7

,20

16

1 4

,3 1

18

12

,21

22

16

,20

23

12

,13 2,95 , 2 3

I-'
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OLIVER DATA. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSTS' OF' MOTHER 'S' SPEECH. '

Session: lA 1B 1C 2A 2B . 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B

Child's 69 71 73 7 5 77 80 81 8 3 86 88 9 3
age (wks )

Function
Conative 5 7 33 19 26 2 3 32 17 53 65 38 46

Ra t io , 75 ,65 ,63 ,72 ,48 ,48 , 31 ,44 , ,4 7 ,53 ~ 40

Ieuris t ic 10 5 4 5 1 8 26 28 54 56 23 47

Ratio , 13 ,10 , 13 , 14 , 38 , 39 ,51 ,45 ,41 ,32 ,4 1

Rec ipro cal 9 11 7 4 6 8 8 1 3 1 4 10 21

Ratio ,12 ,22 ,23 ,1 1 , 1 3 , 12 , 15 , 1 1 , 10 ,14 , 18

Emot i ve . 2 . 1 . . 2 1 2 1

Rat io ,04 ,03 ,04 1 0 1 ,01 1 0 1

Terminating

Unc1assifiab1e . . . . . 1

Ra tio ,01

Non~communicative

Number of 76 51 30 36 48 67 55 12 1 137 72 114
utterances:

I'-'
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KERRYN DATA F UNCTI ONAL ANALYSTS OF' MOTHER'S S PEECH.
Sess ion: 2A 3B' 3C 4A 4C SA 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C 7A 7B 8P.. 8B 8C 9A l OB

Child's
48 56 58 62 66 69 71 7 5 7 7 79 84 86 89 9 1 94 98 10 4

age (wks) , 73

Function.
Conat i ve 39 3 8 5 5 44 1 8 37 22 30 21 2 9 30 2 9 37 2 1 46 24 30 25

Rat io ,9 3 , 81 , 86 , 76 , 55 , 82 ,7 6 . ,65 , 7 5 , 74 ,6 7 , 60 , 79 ,70 ,72 , 48 ,43 , 74

Heuris t i c . 4 2 6 8 4 4 7 2 2 7 12 5 5 11 1 3 29 2

Ratio ,09 , 03 , 10 ,2 4 , 0 9 ,1 8 , 15 ,07 , 0 5 , 16 , 2 5 ,11 ,17 ,17 , 2 6 ,4 1 ,06

Recipr o c a l 1 ' 5 5 7 7 3 2 9 1 7 5 5 3 3 7 13 7 7

Rat io ,02 ,11 ,08 ,12 , 2 1 ,0 7 , 07 ,20 , 04 , 18 ,11 , 10 ,06 , 10 , 11,2 6 , 10 , 2 1

Emoti ve 1 · 1 1 · 1 1 · 4 . 2 2 1 1

Rat io ,02 , 0 2 ,02 · , 02 ,0 3 , 14 ,04 ,04 , 0 2 ,03

Termin atin g 1 · 1 . · . . · . . . . . . . . 4

Rat io ,02 ,02 ,05

Unclass ifi ab1e . · . . · . . · . 1 1 . 1

Rat io ,03 ~02 ,02

Non~communicative

Numbe r of
42 47 64 58 45 46 2 8 45 48 47 30 64 50 70 34

utterances: 33 29 39

I-'
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SARAH DATA FUNCTIONAL" ANALYSI S" OF" MOTHER 'S" SPEECH
Sess ion l A 1B le 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C SA 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C

Child's
23 65age (wks) 2 7 29 32 35 36 40 42 44 45 47 49 51 55 58 60 63

Function
Conative " 41 29 2 1 63 5 7 19 6 3 60 95 60 68 53 60 48 54 47 51 73
Ratio ,53 ,56 ,55 ,50 ,55 ,50 ,68 ,54 ,68 ,61 ,54 ,53 ,61 ", 50 ,57 ,54 ,44 ,59

Heuristic 17 12 13 35 31 10 1,9 27 25 23 36 33 23 35 21 1 8 30 25

Ratio ,22 , 23 ,34 , 28 ,30 , 2 6 ,20 ,24 ,18 ,24 ,29 ,33 ,24 ,36 ,22 ,21 ,26 ,20

Reciproca l 13 9 4 17 4 4 11 " 1 4 " 1 4 11 16 1 1 10 10 16 17 29 20

Ratio ,17 ,17 , 11 ,13 ,04 , 11 ,12 ,13 ,10 ,11 ,13 , 11 ,10 ,10 ", 1 7 ,20 , 2 5 ,16

Emot ive 6 2 . 8 8 2 . 8 5 4 4 3 5 3 4 4 7 5

Ratio ,08 ,04 ,06 ,08 ,05 ,07 ,04 ,04 ,03 ,03 ,OS ,03 ,04 ,05 ,06 ,04

Terminat ing

Unc1assifiab1e . . . 3 3 3 . 2 1 . 2
Ratio ,02 ,03 ,08 ,02 , 0 1 ,02
Non -communicative

Number of
77 52 38 126 103 98 96 95 87 117 123utterances : 3 8 93 III 1 40 98 126 10 0

f-'
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I
JULIE DATA ~NCT IONAL ANALYSIS OF' MOTHER'S SPEECH

Session: 2C 3B 3C 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C 7A

Child's 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 11 14 16 18 22 23
age (wks)

Function
Conative 22 1 5 27 65 48 33 56 65 56 33 56 54 61

Ratio ,52 , 37 ,53 ,57 ,58 ,42 ,42 , 4 8 ,49 ,40 ,65 ,58 , 5 6

Heuristic 8 10 7 17 11 22 32 33 30 26 19 25 28

Ratio ,19 ,24 ,14 ,15 , 13 ,28 ,24 ,24 ,26 ,32 ,22 ,27 , 2 6

Reciprocal 11 13 13 26 17 19 30 29 22 20 9 11 14

"Ra t Lo ,26 , 32 ' ,25 ,23 ,21 ,24 , 22 ,21 , 19 ,24 ,- ,11 ' ,12 ,13

Emotive 1 3 4 7 7 4 12 6 5 2 1 3 4

Ratio ,02 ,07 ,08 ,06 ,08 ,05 ,09 ' ,04 ,04 ,02 ,01 ,03 , 0 4

Terminat ing

Unclassifiab1e . . . . . . 4 3 1 1 1 2

Ratio ,03 ,02 ,01 ,01 ,01 ,02

Non-commun icative

Number of 42 41 86 93 109
ut terances: 51 115 83 78 134 136 114 82

r-'
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TOT:59 39 2.6 ' , . , 31. , , , , , , .3.0. , , , . . , , , . .3.9 2.5 . .5.7. .

86 wks. 88 wks- 93 wks.
Gl. 3C R. Gl. 4A R. GL ' '4B' R. '

24 43 ,56 11 17 ,37 24 34 ,62
11 21 ,27 24 14 ,30 11 la ,18
la 8 , la 1 7 ,15 1 4 ,07

17} 2 ,03 la 5 ,11 l~ 2 ,04
18 2 ,03 3 2 ,04 IB 2 ,04
19 1 ,01 18 1 ,02 19 2,04

8 1 ,02
TOT: 77 46 , .5.5.

Note: Throughout these tables Gl. =
Glosses in the particular session;

the Gloss number; this is followed by the number of
R. = the Ratio to all other Glosses, in that session.
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OLIVER TAPES , , GLOSS ' , ANALYSIS ' , , : ' , , , HEURISTICFUNCTION'(IN' 'RANK ,ORDEF:) '

69 wks.
' Gl e' l A R . '

7 8,32

6] 5 ,20

8J 5 ,20

4/ 3 ,12

10 ~ 3 ,12

18 1,04

71 wks. 73 wks. 75 wks. 77 wks. 80 wks.
Gl. IB R. ' Gl.lC R. ' ct. 2A' R. ' " Gl . '2B' R. ' " ci. : 2C R. "

14 4 ,50 7 4 ,50 7 5 , 50 7 14 ,64 7 18 ,58

7 2 ,24 6 3 ,37 6 4 ,40 6 6 ,27 6 10 ,32

6~ 1 ,13 8 1 ,13 24 1 ,10 17~ 1 ,05 15 2 ,06

24 /,1,13 18 ~ 1 ,05 18 1 , ,03

81 wks. 83 wks.
, Gl'. '3A' R. ' ' Gl' . '3B' R.

7 21 ,64 7 33 ,54

6 10,30 1411 ,18

141 1 ,03 6 8,13

8j 1 ,03 8 7,11

~ 1611 ,02

18 1 ,02

TOT:25 ,8" " " " " ,8, : , , , , , , , , .1.0. , , , , , , , , , 2.2, , , , , , , , , , .3.1, , , , , , ' , , , ,3.3, , , , , , , , , ' ,6-1, , '

86 wks.
Gl. 3C R.

7 29 ,44

6 28 ,43

8 7,11

24 2,03

TOT: 66

88 wks.
G1. 4A R. '

7 15 ,43

14 11 ,31

17 4,11

6} 2,06

24 2,06

18 1 ,03

35

93 wks.
Gl'. ' '4B R. ' , ,

7 38 ,67

6 9 ,16

a 5 ,09

la} 2,04

24 j 2 ,04

14 1,02

57
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GLOSS . ANALYSIS ' . RECIPROCAL FUNCTION .(IN' RANK O·RDER) '

73 wks. . 7 5 wks. 77 wks. 80 wks. 81 wks. 83 wks .
cr. le R. · Gl·. · 2A R. ' , , GL ' 2B ' R . ' , , Gl'. · 2C' R. ' . , GL ' '3A' R.' . , GL ' '3B R.

17 6 ,50 17 4 ,44 17 5 ,61 17 7 ,70 17 7,54 17 13 ,59

24 3 ,25 20 3 · ,34 2071 ,13 7( 1 ,10 14} 2 ,15 20 5 ,23
"'\

10 2 ,17 7j 1 ,11 21j 1 ,13 20) 1 ,la ' , 20 2 ,15
71

2 ,09

20 1 ,08 14 ~J 1 ,11 24 j 1 ,13 14 2 ,0924 ,,1 ,10 711 ,08

24 1 ,08

QLlVER TAPES

69 wks. 71 wks.
Gl. lA R. Gl. lB R.

17 9 ,39 17 10 ,59

21 4 ,17 20 6 ,35

19) 3 ,13 24 1 ,06

20 3,13

4 2 ,09

14~ 1 ,04
24 1,04

TOT: 23 17

86 wks. 88 wks.
Gl. 3C R. Gl. 4A R.

17 14 ,47 17 10 ,59

20 10 ,33 20 4 ,23

24 4 ,13 4 2 ,12

6 2 ,07 24 1 ,06

12

93 wks.
Gl. 4B R.

17 18 ,50

20 10 ,28

4 2 ,06

11 2 ,06

23 2 ,06

24 2 ,06

9 8 10 13 22

TOT: 30 17 ,3.6.

I'-'
-.....J
o



KERRYN TAPES GLOSS' , ANALYSIS ' , , , , , , CONATI VE' FUNCTION" ' ' " (I N" RANK ORDER)

48 wks . 56 wks 58 wks. 62 wks . 66 wks . 69 wks . 71 wks . 73 wks . 75 wks.
Gl. 2A R. Gl. 3B R. GL ' 3C R. Gl. '4A R. ' Gl . ' '4C R . ' G1'. ' 'SA' R . GL 'SB' R. ' m. : se 'R. G1. '6A R. '

I} 12 ,24 11 25 ,45 11 26 ,41 11 1 8 ,24 11 9 ,50 1 1 2 1 ,50 11 1 1 ,46 24 18 ,51 11 11 ,44

19 12 ,25 1 12 ,21 19 14 ,22 24 11 , 2 4 24 6 ,3 3 2 4 1 2 ,29 24 7 ' ,29 11 11 ,3 1 24 6 ,24

317 ,IS 19 6 ,11 1 10 , 16 19 9 ,20 , ,1 9 2 ,11 10 5 , , 12 19 3 ' , 1 3 1 4 ,11 19 3 ,12

11 7,15 8 4 ,07 24 6 ,10 1 ~ 3 ,07 8 1 ,06 I! 2,05 1] 1 ,04 10

31
,03 7 2 ,08

24 5 ,10 10\ 3,la 10 5 ,08 3 J ) 3 ,07 1 9 2 ,05 3 1 ,04 19 1 ,03 1O~ 1 ,04
10 4 ,08 24 3,18 8 2 ,03 10 2 ,04 8 ; 1 ,04 18 , ' 1 ,04

4 1 ,02 14 2 ,04 22 \ 1,04

15 1 ,02
TOT: 48 5,6 , , , , , ,' ,63 , , , , , , , , ,4,6,' , , , , , , , ,1,8,' , , , , , , , , ,42 , , , , , , , .2.4. ' , , , , , , , ,3.5. 2.5.

77 wks . 79 wks. 84 wks . 86wks. 89 wks. 9 1 wks . 94 wks. 98 wks. 1011: wks.
Gl. 6B R. Gl. 6C R. Gl. 7A R. Gl. 7B R. Gl.8A R . G'l' . ' '8B' R. ' G1'. ' 'BC' R. ' G1'. ' 9B R. GL10B'R.

11 15 ,50 1 1 18 ,58 11 11 ,37 11 21 ,45 111 9 , 38 11 1 9 ,39 24 16 ,67 24 17 ,5 3 11 18 ,64

24 6 ,20 24 9 ,29 24 9 ,30 24 8 ,17 24 9 ,38 24 15 ,31 11 7 ,26 11 11 ,34 8 3 ~ 11

10 4,13 lOJ 2,06 1 5 ,17 , 1 7 ,15 10 4 , 17 10 7 ,14 10 3 ,11 10 4 ,13 101 2 ,07

a} 2,06 19 , 2 ,06 10 4 ,13 10 6 ,13 1 2 ,07 21 3 ,06 1 1 ,04 24 ~ 2 ,07

19 2,06 19 1 ,03 5] 2,04 19 2 ,04 111 ,04
3 1 ,03 19 -' 2 ,04 1 ( 1 ,02 7 1 ,04

8 1 ,02 7J1 ,02 18 ') 1,04

8 'i 1 ,02 ~

-...J

TOT: 30 31 30 ,4.7. , 2 ,4, ,49 , ' , .2.1.' ' " , , . , ,", .3.2 ' , , , , , .2,8, ~

Note: Throughout these tables G1 . = the Gloss number; this i s fo l lowed . b y t h e number of
Glosses i n the particular session; and R. = the Rat io t o all other Glosses i n that sess ion.



KERRYN TAPE S

48 wks. 5 6 wk s .
G1. 2A R. G1. 3B R.

-e - 7 2 ,20

8 , 2 , 20
I

15 2 , 20

1 8 2 ,20

24 2 , 20

TOT: 10

7 7 wks . 79 wks .
G1. ' 6B R . ' G1. 6C ' R .

7 2 1, 0 0 7 7 , 5 4

612 ,1 5

2 4 2 , IS

81 1 ,08
17 1 ,08

86 wks . 89 wks . 9 1 wks . 9 4 wks. , 9 8 wks . 10 4 wks.
GL ' 7 B R. ' GI'. ' 'BA' R. ' , G1.' 'BB' R . ' , G1'. '8C R. ' , G1'.9BR. Gl. 1GB R . '

7 5 ,63 7 5 ,4 5 6 8 , 50 6} 1l . 39 6 26 ,52 7 2 ,50

6 2 , 25 6 5 , 4 5 7 7 , 4 4 7 il l , 39 7 14 ,28 6~ 1 .25
2 4 1 , 1 3 1 8 1 ,09 17 1 ,06 81 2

,07 17 4 ,08 8 1 , 2 5

1 4 2 ,07 14 3 ,06

1 5)
1 ,04 1 8 2 ,04

1 8 1 ,04 11 1 ,02

,8, , , , , , ; , ,1,1, , , , , , , , .1,6, , , , , .2.8, , .. , . . , , , .5.0 . , , , , , , ,4, , . , , , , ,

, HEURISTTCFUNCTTON ' ' (I N .RANK ORDER ) 'GLOSS ' ANALYSTS'

4

6) 2 ,50

7 j 2 ,50

75 wks.
G1 . '6A R . '

1 1

73 wks .
G1' . ' SCR . '

7 7,64'

6 3 ,2 7

14 1 ,09

71 wks .
G1' . SB R .

7 7 ,6 4

14 2 , 22

6~ 1 .11
8 I, ll

17 ~ 1 ,11

9
. , . , , . . ,

61 2

7 6 , 4 3 6 [ 5 , 4 2 7 4, 44

6 3 ,2 1 7 ~ 5 ,42 6 / 1 ,17

8 1 2 , 14 8 2 , 16 8J 1 ,1 7

18 ) 2 , 14

15 1 , 07

14

62 wks . 66 wks. 69 wks.
, GL 4A' R. ' , G1 . ' 4C R . ' ' G1. ' SA' R . '

2

58 ,wks .
G1 . 3 C R .

7 2 1 , 0 0

7 10 , 4 8

81 3 ,1 4
1 5 3,14

6 2 , 10

14} 1 , 0 5
1 6 1 , 0 5

1 8 1,05

.21.

84 wks .
, G1. ' 7 A R .

1.3.TOT: 2

I-'
-J
N



KERRYN TAPES . GLOS S ANALYST S . 'RECI P ROCAL FUNCTION ' . . .. ' ( I N' 'RANK ORDER) .

48 wks .
Gl. 2A R.

17 1 1 , 0 0

56 wks .
Gl. 3B R.

17 3 ,50

4 2 ,33

24 1 ,17

58 wks .
GL ' 3C R.

17 6 f ,55

4 2, 18

1~' 1 ,09
20 ' 1 ,09

24 1 ,09

62 wks .
c i. : '4A R . · ,

1 7 7 ,44

20 4,25

4 3,19

24 2 , 13

66 wks. 69 wks . 71 wks. 7 3 wks. 75 wks .
GL ' '4C R . " Gl'. "SA R.· ' c r. : SE' R . ' " G'L ' '5CR. ' GL ' '6A' R .

1 7 5 , 71 17 3 , 75 17 2 ,67 17 9 ,56 17 1 1 , 0 0

4 2 ,29 4 1 ,25 20 1 , 33 4 7 ,44

84 wks. 86wks. 89 wks . 91 wks. 94 wks. 98 wks .
GL ' 7A R . ' GL ' 7 B R. · Gl' . ' '8A R. ' , G'L ' 8B' R. ' G'1'. ' '8C' R . ' , , Gl'. ' 9BR. ·

17 5 ,56 17 3 ,60 1 7 3 , 75 17 7 ,54 1 7 1 2 ,63 17 7 ,70

5 3 , 33 5 2 ,40 22 1 ,25 2 1 4 ,31 2 3 6 ,32 20 2 ,20

24 1 ,11 4 2 ,15 6 1 ,05 1 1 1 ,10

TOT: 1

77 wks.
Gl. 6B R.

17 7 ,50

4 5 ,36

21 2 , 14

TOT: 14

6

79 wks .
G1.6C R.

17 5,38

21 4, 31

22 2,15

411 ,08

2 4 ~ 1 ,08

13

11

9

16

5

7

4

4

1 3

3

19

16

la

1

104 wks.
G'1 .10B R .

1 7 7 ,87

18 1, 13

8

I-'
-..J
W



SARAH TAPES GLOSS ' ANALYSTS' ' , , , , CONATIVE' FUNCTION ' , , '( I N RANK ORDER)' ,

23 wks . 27 wks . 29 wks . 32 wks . 35 wks. 3 6 wks. 40 wk s . · 4 2 wks. 44 wks.
Gl. lA R. GL I B R. ' GL TeR. ' GL ' 2A R . ' , GL 2 B' R . ' , Gl'. ' 2 C H. ' , Gl'. ' '3A' R. ' , ' Gl'. ' '3B' R. ' ' GL '3C R. ' , , "

24 18 , 41 31 9 ,28 10 7 ,2 7 24 27 ,40 24 26 ,43 24 7 ,30 11 28 .. 3 8 11 21 ,32 11 36 ,34

19 9 ,21 11 9 , 2 8 3} 6, 23 11 1 6 , 2 4 3 1 8 ,28 11 6 ,26 1 9 1 5 , 2 0 24 20 ,30 19 16 ,1.5 ~;. '

11 8 , 1 8 24 7 ,2 2 2 4 6 , 23 1 0 9 , 1 3 11 14 ,23 10 4 ,17 - 3 ' 1 2 ' , 1 6 19 10 ,15 24 15 ,14

3 6 ,14 10 4 , 1 3 11 4 , 1 5 3 7 ,10 19 3 , 05 19 3 ,13 10 10 .. 1 4 10 7 ,11 lOJ12 ,11

10 2 , 0 5 6} 1 ,03 1 9 2 ,08 1 9 6 , 0 9 I} 1 , 0 4 24 9 .. 1 2 3 4 , 0 6 1 ;12 ,11

6 1 ,02 7 1 ,03 8 1 , 0 4 2 1 2 ' ,03 7)1 ,04 7 3 ,05 3 9 ,08

1 9 ' 1 ,03 17 ' 1 ,04 21 1 ,02 7 5 ,05
17 1 ,01

TOT: 44 32 26 , . 67 , 60 2.3 ' , , , , .7.4. , , , , , , , ,6,6, , , .10 6, '-
45 wks . 47 wks 49 wks . 51 wks . 55 wks . 58 wks. 60 wks . 63 wks . 65 wks.
Gl. 4A R. Gl. 4B R. G1 . 4C R. GL SA R. ' GL SB R. G'l' . ' SC' R . ' , G1'. ' '6A' R . ' , m. '6B R. ' G1.6C' R. '

11 19 ,29 1 1 30 ,34 24 16 ,22 1 28 , 40 11 18 ,32 11 23 ,35 1 1 26 ,45 11 18 ,27 1 1 45 ,57

24 15 ,23 1 1 9 ,22 10)14 ,19 1 1 15 ,2 1 24 1 4 , 2 5 1 1 4 ,21 24 11 , 19 24 1 2 ,18 10}'lO ,13
19 13 ,20 24 12 ,14 11 14 , 19 1 9 1 3 ,19 1 8 ,14 24 1 2 ,18 1~ 5 ,09

1 11 ,17 24 10 ,13

10 6 ,09 19 10 ,11 1 9 ,13 24 7 , ,10 19 7 ,12 10 6 ,09 3 5 ,09 10 6 ,09 3J4
,05

31 5 . ,081 5 , 0 8 3 7 , 0 8 7 6 ,08 10 4 ,06 10} 3 .os 1 9 4 ,06 10 , 5 ,09 17 5 ,08 19 4 ,05

3 3 ,05 10 6 ,07 19 4 ,06 7 2 ,03 3 , 3 , 0 5 7 3 ' ,05 1 9 3 ,05 19 3 ,05 I} 2 ,03

7 2 ,03 7 2 ,02 14} 3 ,04 4 1 ,01 1 8 2 , 0 4 3 2 ,03 7 2 ,03 15 j 2 ,03 14 2 ,03

14} 1 ,02 14 1 ,01 22 3 ,04 711 ,02 14

J
1 ,02 1 8 1 ,02 18 !J 2 ,03 4} 1 ,01

17 1 , 0 2 8 2 ,0 3 8 1 , 0 2 1 8 1 , 0 2 4} 1 ; 0 2 8 1 ,01 f-'
-J
.1::>0

18 1,02 3 1 ,01 7 J 1 ,02
TOT : 66 87 , .72, , , , , , ,70, , , , , , , , .5.7, , , , , , , , , ,6,6, , ' , , " , 5.8" ~ , _ , , , , " 6,6,' ,, , " ,7.9 , , , , , , , ,

.



SARAH TAPES GLOSS · ANALYS ,rS ' HEURISTIC FUNCTION ' '(IN RANK ORDER)

23 wks. 27 wks. 29 wks . 32 wks 0 35 wks . 36 wks. 40 wks. 42 wks. 44 wks.
GL lA R. Gl . IB R. G1. lC R. G1. 2A R. Gl.2B R. G1. 2C R. · , ci; 3A' R. ' Gl'.3B R. Gl. 3C R.

7 8 , 40 6 8 ,3 3 6 8 , 44 6 24 ,60 6 24 ,6 3 7 8 ,50 7 11 ,41 7 13 ,40 7 17 ,40
6 4 ,20 7) 6 , 2 5 7 7 , 39 71 1,18 7) 6 , 16 6 4 ,25 24 7 ,26 ~12 ,38 6 10 ,24

17 3 ,1 5 1 7 6 ,25 24 2 , 11 17 7 ,18 4 6 ,16 22 J2 ,1 3 6 4 ,15 2 ; 1: ,13 24 10 ,24

10) 2 , 10 24 3 , 13 17 1 ,06 24 2 ,05 81 1 , 0 3 24 2 , 1 3 22 3 ,11 18 2 ,06 19 4 ,10
24 2 ,10 18 1 ,04 17 1 ,03 1 7) 1 , 0 3 17 1 ,03 17 1 ,02

~
18 1 ,05 18 \ 1 ,03

/

TOT 20 24 18 40 38 1 6 27 32 42
-
45 wks. 47 wks . 49 wks. 51 wks. 55 wks . 58 wks . 60 wks. 63 wks. 65 wks.
G1. 4A R. Gl. 4B R. G1. 4C H. G1. SA H G1 . '5B R. ' G1. se R.' Gl'. · '6AR. ' . 81.6B H. Gl . ·6C H. ' .

6 11 , 38 7 20 ,48 6 26 ,62 6 1 8 ,56 7 21 ,5 1 6 1 5 ,39 6 10 ,48 6 21 ,4? 6 18 ,49
7 9 , 31 6 10 , 2 4 7 12 ,29 7 7 ,22 6 12 ,29 7 1 3 ,34 7 8 , 38 7 1 2 ,28 7 16 , 4 3

1 9 3 , 10 24 6 , 14 11 1 ,02 24 3 ,09 24 3 ,0 7 11 3 ,08 24 2 ,10 24 7 ,16 11 3 ,08

~;1 ~
,07 1 7 5 , 12 17 1 ,02 19 2 ,06 1~1 2 ,05 221 2 ,05 11 1 ,05 11 1 ,02
,07 8 1 ,02 18 1 ,02 111 1 ,03 1 9 2 ,05 24 2 ,05 17J 1

,02
24 J 2 ,07 24 1 ,02 17 1,03 1 7 1 ,02 8

1
1 ,03 22 1 ,02

17 1 ,03

18; 1 ,03
TOT: 29 42 42 32 41 38 21 43 37

. , . , , . . , , ' . , ,

Note: Throughout these tables Gl. = the Gloss number; I--'
t his is fo llowed by the number of '-l

Glosses in the part icular session; R. = the Ratio to all other Glosses, in that session. U1



SARAH TAPES . .. ... GLOSS' ANALYSIS ' : . , , , : ' , , , , , 'RECI PROCAL' FUNCTION' .'(I N' RANK ORDER)" . , , , . . . . .

23 wks . 27 wks . 29 wks . 32wks . 35 wks . 3 6 wks . 40 wks. 42 wks. 44 wk s .
Gl. l A R. Gl. I B R. . Gl.lC R. . G1'. 2A' R . ' G1'. 2B ' R. ' , G1'. ' 2C R. G1. ' '3A R. ' , , G'l. ' J BR. ' , G'l '. ' '3C R. ' , ,

17 13 1 , 0 0 1 7 6 ,55 1 7] 2 ,40 17 14 ,78 17 4 ,30 1 7 4 ,67 17 7 ,54 17 11 ,58 17 15 ,65

20J 2 ,18 2 3 2 ,40 2312 ,11 11 1 ,20 2 0 2 , 3 3 24 3 f 2 3 24 5 ,26 , -7l 3 ,13
23, 2 , 18 24 1 ,20 24 '" 2 ,1 1 23 2 ,15 23 2 ,11 24 3,13

24 1 ,09 20 1 ,08 11 1 ,05 10! 1 ,04
23 1 ,04

TOT 13 11 5 18 5 6 1 3 19 23
, . . , , . , , , , , . , , , , , . , , . . , , , , , . , .. , , ..

45 wks. 47 wks. 49 wks . 51 wks. 55 wks. 58 wks. 60 wks. 63wks. 65 wks .
Gl. 4A R. G1. 4B R. GL4C R. ' G'l. ' SA R. G1 . SB R. ' G1. 'SC' R. G'l' . ' '6A' R . ' , , G'1'.6B R. ' , G'l'. ' 'GC R. '

17 10 ,77 17 15 ,60 1 7 10 , '71 17 9 , 75 1 7 8 ,5 3 1 7 1 2 ,5 3 1 7 1 3 ,65 1726 ', 8 4 17 1 8 ,53
24 3 ,23 23}3 , 12

2°1
2 , 14 24 2 ,16 1113 ,20 1 1 3 , 14 7 3 , 15 7 1 ,03 2 1 5 ,15

24 , 3 ,12 24 . 2 , 14 11 1 ,08 2 1 3,20 19} 2 ,10 24 2 , 10 11 1 ,03 24 4 ,12

11 2 ,08 24 1 ,07 21 2 ,10 1011 ,05 21 1 ,03 11 3 ,09

6! 1 ,04 7

5
1 ,05 19 1,05 23 1 ,03 lj 2 ,06

18~ 1 ,04 24 , 1 ,05 24 , 1 ,03 2 U 2 ,06 .

TOT: 13 25 1 4 12 15 21 20 31 34

I-'
-...J
0\



"

JULIE TAPES

1 wk .
Gl. zc R .

24 9 ,38

1 1 7 ,29

19 4 , 17

l a 2 ,08311 ,04
1 7 1,04

TOT 24

1 4 wks.
GL se R.

24 25 ,38

11)18 ,28

19J18 ,28

la 4 ,06

GLOSS . AN ALYSTS ' .. . CONATIVE' FUNCTI ON" ... . . ' ( I N" RANK ORDER) ' , , ,

2 wks . 3 wks. 4 wks . 6 wk s c 8wks. l a wks. 1 1 wks.
GL 3B R. GI . 3 C R . ' Gl . '4A' R. ' . G L ' 4B' R. ' , Gl '. ' '4C R. ' , Gl; . ' 'SA' R. ' , , RI'. ' 'SB: P'; ' ,

2 4 1 3 ,81 1 1 1 4 ,50 11 25 , 38 19 22 ,46 24 2 1 ,62 24 24 ,42 11 28 ,41

1 1 2 ,13 24 8 , 29 2 4 24 , 36 11 1 2 , 25 1 9 7 ,2 1 11 1 9 ,33 ' 24 27 , 40

19 1 ,06 1 9 4 g14 .19 1 2 , 18 2 4 l a , 21 1 1 7 , 18 1°1 7 ,12 la 7 ,10

3 2 ,07 l a 5 ,08 10 4 ,08 1 9 ) 7 ,12 18] 3 ,04
19 , 3 ,04

1 6 28 66 48 . 34 57 , ... .. . · · 6 8
. . , . , , , , . . , , . , , , . , , . . , , , , . ",' , -, "-, ,", . " . - , " ,-. ". , . , " . ." . ', , ,

1 6 wks. 1 8 wks. 22 wks. 23 wks .
Gl. 6A R . GL ' 6B R . · . Gl'. ' 6C R . ' , GL ' '7A' · R . '

1 1 1 6 ,46 11 27 ,46 24 31 ,55 11 30 ,44

24 13 ,37 24 17 ,29 11 la ,18 24 22 ,32

19 6 ,17 19 9 ,15 19 8 ,14 19 la ,15

3 5 ,08 3 4 ,07 3 3 ,04

la 1 ,02 7 2 ,04 la 2 ,03

4 1 ,02 22 1 ,01

TOT 65 35 59 56 ' 68

Note: Throughout these tables Gl. · = the Gloss number; this is fo llowed by the number of
Glosses in the particular sess ion; and R. = the Rat io to all other Glosses in that session. I-'

-..J
-..J



JULIE TAPES . GLOSS' ANALYS TS' . , , , , , , , , , HEURI STIC F UNCTION ' '( 'IN' RANK: ORDER) ' , , , ,

1 wk.
Gl. 2C R

2 wk s ,
G1. 3B R.

3 wks.
GL· 3 C R . .

4 wks.
G1 . ' '4A

6 wks , . B .wk s., 10 wks.. ..' . 1 1 · wk s .
R . · , G1·. · '4B' R ' GL :4C R ' , GL, ' SA R. ' , . Gl'. '5B' R.

362813

17 11 ,85 17 15 ,54 17 1 8 ,50 17 21 ,53

7~ 1 , o S - 7 S ,29 1811 ,31 rs 6 ,15

l s 11 ,OS lS 2 ,07 7 5 -,14 _ 7~ 4 ,10

6J 1 ,04 24 2 ,05 . , 14 \ 4 ,10

8 1 ,04 15 2 ,05

24 \, 1 ,04 16)1 ,03

22 , 1 ,03

24 1 ,03

. 40

, 76

, 12

, 0 6

,06

17

17 13

1 8 2

71 1

2 4) 1

7

1 7 5 ,71

7 2 ,29

10

17 7,70

1 8 2 ,20

7 1,10

17 7,88

18 1 , 2 2

TOT: 8

14 wks.
Gl. 5C R.

17 17 ,57

18 9 , '3 0

6 1 ,03

10 1,03

14 ~ 1 ,03

24 : 1 ,03

TOT: 30

16 wks . 1 8 wks. 22 wks. 23 wks.
Gl. 6A R. Gl. 6B R. . G1.6C R. ' G1'. ' 7A' R. ' .·

17 12 ,41 7 8 ,38 7 14 ,35 7 10 ,33

7 8 ,28 1 7 5 ,24 18 9 ,23 17 9 ,30

6 4 , 14 8 3 ,14 17 7 ,18 18 8 ,27sr ,07 6 2 ,10 24 4 ,10 22 2 ,07

24 . 2 ,07 1 8 2 ,10 6 3 ,08 6 1 ,03.I

18 1 ,03 24 1 ,05 8 2 ,05

4 1 ,03
I-'
.....,J
0029 21 40 30

.. .... ..... . .. . . . . . . . . .. .



JULIE TAPES . . GLOSS' ANALYSTS' . .. .. ... .... 'RECI PROCAL' F UNCTI ON' . ' .' (<IN' 'RANK ORDER) ' . . . . . .

1 wk. 2 wks . 3 wks . 4 wks . 6 wks. 8 wks. 10 wks. 11 wks.
Gl. 2C R. Gl. 3B R. Gl. 3C R GL4A' R . GL ' '4B R . · . G1. ' 4C R. · G'l'. · SA' 'R ~ ' . . G'l'. ' SB' R. · .

17 11 1,00 17 11 ,73 17 10 ,67 17 22 ,73 17 lS ,88 17 16 ,80 17 23 ,68 17 20 ,S9

20! 2,13 2212 ,13 24 4 ,13 24 2 ,22 20 3 ,15 24 8 ,24 20 10 ,29

22 2 ,13 24 .2, 13 2°1 2,07 2 4 1 ,OS 22 2 ,06 24 2 ,06

18 1 ,07 22 2 ,07 18 1 ,03 1j r ,03

2 , 1 ,03

TOT: 11 15 15 30 17 20 34 34

1711 ,65 17 14 ,74

24 4 ,24 24· 4 ,21

11} 1,06 22 1 ,05

21 1 ,06

17 19
. .. . . . .. .. . . .

11

18 wks. 22 wks. 23 .wk s,
. Gl'. · '6B' R. · . GL ' 6e R. · . Gl'. · '7A R. · .

17 8 ,73

20 2 , ~.~

24 1 ,69

20

16 wks.
GL6A . R . ·

17 17 ,85

24 2,10

11 1 ,05

TOT 29

14 wks •.
G1. 5C R .

17 19 ,66

20 5,17

24 4,14

11 1 ,03

I-'
'-!
\.0



BELL, R.

180

BELL, R. (1968) 'Reinterpretations of the Direction

of Effects in Stud ies of Socialization'. In

Sants and Butcher (Eds) Developmental

Psychology, (1975) Penguin, London.

(1974) 'Contributions of Human Infants to

Caregiving and Social Interaction'. In

Lewis M., and Rosenblum L. (1974) (See

reference in full below).

BEVER, T., FODOR, J., and WEKSEL, W. (1965) 'On the

acquisition of syntax : A critique of

"Contextual generalization'" Psychological

Review . 1972

BLOOM, L. (1973) One Word at a Time . ~nu'a' Llh'g'u'a'rum

Mouton, Netherlands.

BOWLBY, J. (1971) Attachment a n d . Loss Volume 1:

Attachment . Pe lican Books, London.

BOWLBY, J .

BOWLBY, J.

(19 7 4 ) Ch i l d Care and the Growth of Love.

Peli can Books, London .

(1975 ) Attachment and Lo s s Volume 2 :

Separat ion Anxiety and Anger. Pelican Books,

London.

, I

BRAZELTON, Bo, KOSLOWSKI, B., and MAIN, M. (1974). 'The

Origins of Reciproc ity The Early Mother

Infant Interaction'. In Lewis M., and

Rosenblum L . (Eds). (see reference in full

below) .

BROEN, P . (197 2 ) 'The Verbal Environment of the Language

Learning Child'. American Speech . and Hearinq

Association Monographs, Nb. 17 .

BROWN, R. ( 19 7 3a ) A First Language . George Allen &

Unw in, London.
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